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FOREWORD

Many tribes and locations are represented in the present work,

differing from the writer's former books,^ which have generally con-

sidered the music of only one tribe. This material from widely sep-

arated regions was available at Chilliwack, British Columbia, during

the season of hop-picking, the Indians being employed in the fields.

The work was made possible by the courtesy of Canadian officials.

Grateful acknowledgment is made to Dr. Duncan Campbell Scott,

Deputy Superintendent General, Department of Indian Affairs at Ot-

tawa, who provided a letter of credential, and to Mr. C. C. Perry, In-

dian agent at Vancouver, and Indian Commissioner A. O. N. Daunt,

Indian agent at New Westminster, who extended assistance and co-

operation. Acknowledgment is also made of the courtesy of Walter

Withers, corporal (later sergeant). Royal Canadian Mounted Police,

who acted as escort between Chilliwack and the hop camp, and as-

sisted the work in many ways. Courtesies were also extended by
municipal officers in Chilliwack and by the executive office of the

Columbia Hop Co., in whose camp the work was conducted.

This is the writer's first musical work in Canada and the results

are important as a basis of comparison between the songs of Canad-

ian Indians and those of Indians residing in the United States.

On this trip the writer had the helpful companionship of her sis-

ter, Margaret Densmore.

iSee bibliography (Densmore, 1910, 1913, 1918, 1922, 1923, 1926, 1928, 1929, 1929 a,

1929 b, 1932, 1932 a, 1936, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1942).
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LIST OF SONGS

1. Arranged in Order of Serial Numbers

Songs With Treatment of the Sick

Catalog
Serial No. No. Page

1. Introductory song with treatment of the sick 2031 19

2. Song when treating smallpox 2032 20

3. Song when treating fever 2035 21

4. Song when treating palsy 2036 22

5. Song when treating hemorrhage from the lungs 2033 23

6. Song when treating pneumonia 2034 23

7. Two girls on a horse 2048 (a and b) 25

8. "Look at this sick person" 2049 26

9. An appeal to certain animals 2050 27

10. An appeal to the deer 2051 28

11. "I am going to cure this sick man" 1691 30

12. "I am trying to cure this sick man" 1693 31

13. "The whale is going to help me cure this sick man" 1694 32

14. "The thunderbird will help me cure this sick man" 1692 32

15. Song of Y'ak, the medicine man (a) 1695 33

16. Song of Y'ak, the medicine man (b) 1715 34

17. Song of Y'ak, the medicine man (c) 1716 35

18. "This song cheers me" 2026 36

19. "I am going to make you better" 1711 36

20. Doctor's song (a) 1667 37

21. Doctor's song (b) 1668 38

22. Doctor's song (c) 1669 38

23. Song of a medicine man at Nitinat Lake (a) 1696 39

24. Song of a medicine man at Nitinat Lake (b) 1697 40

25. Doctor Jim's song 2061 40

26. Song of a medicine man at Carmanah 1698 41

War Songs

27. Song when going to war 1699 42

28. Song when returning from war 1700 43

29. War dance song 1701 44

30. Song when carrying heads of the enemy on poles (a) 1702 45

31. Song when carrying heads of the enemy on poles (b) 1703 46

32. Song concerning a ransomed captive 1672 47

33. The rider on the kohaks 2039 47

PoTLATCH Songs

34. Song of approach to a potlatch 2046 49

35. A desire for clear weather 2037 49

36. Potlatch song 1710 50
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1. Akranged in Order of Serial Numbers—Continued

Dance Songs
Catalog

Serial No. No. Page

37. Dance song of the Fraser River Indians (a) 2040 52

38. Dance song of the Fraser River Indians (b) 2041 52

39. Dance song of the Fraser River Indians (c) 2042 53

40. Dance song (a) 1704 54

41. Dance song (b) 1705 54

42. Dancesong(c) 2047 55

43. Dance song (d) 2024 55

44. Klokali dance song 1706 56

45. Thunderbird dance song 1717 57

46. Song of Campbell dance 1673 57

47. Dance song from Babine 1690 58

48. Dance song of the Thompson River Indians (a) 2055 59

49. Dance song of the Thompson River Indians (b) 2056 59

50. Song of dance with wolf headdress (a) 1712 60

51. Song of dance with wolf headdress (b) 1713 60

52. Song of dance with wolf headdress (c) 1718 61

Social Songs

53. Song after receiving a gift (a) 1707 62

54. Song after receiving a gift (b) 1708 62

55. Social song (a) 1674 63
56. Social song (b) 1675 63
57. Social song (c) 1676 64
58. Social song (d) 1677 64

Game Songs
59. Slahal game song (a) 2028 67
60. Slahal game song (b) 2023 68
61. Slahal game song (c) 2052 69
62. Slahal game song (d) 2053 69
63. Slahal game song (e) 2054 70
64. Slahal game song (f) 2057 70
65. Slahal game song (g) 1671 71

66. Song of pleasure 2038 72
67. GamVjling song (a) 2058 72
68. Gambhng song (b) 2063 73

Canoe Songs
69. Canoesong(a) 1665 73
70. Canoe song (b) 1666 74
71. Canoesong(c) 1682 75

Songs Connected with Stories

72. Song with story of the frog woman 1681 76
73. "Wrap a feather around me" 1686 77
74. "I will scrape my bod.y on the rocks" 1709 78
75. The little boy and the whale 2061 79

Songs foe Children
76. Song to a little girl 1714 80
77. Lullaby- 1680 80
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1. Arranged in Order of Serial Numbers—Continued

Love Songs
Catalog

Serial No. No.

78. "I wish I were a cloud" 2044

79. "All my sweethearts are gone except one" 2045

80. "I am going to stay at home" 1687

81. "She is glad to see him" 1688

82. "Give me a bottle of rum" 1689

Divorce Songs
83. Divorce dance song (a) 1684

84. Divorce dance song (b) 1685

Miscellaneous Songs

85. Song to a spirit in the fire 1683

86. Song concerning the prophet Skilmaha 2021

87. Song with termination of mourning 2027

88. Song of a seal 1670

89. Song of a shark hunter 2062

90. Song of a hunter 2030

91. Song of happiness 2029

92. Dream of going to Ottawa 2025

93. "I wish I was in Butte Inlet" 1678

94. Song of a traveler 1679

95. "Your pretty hair" 2060

96. A woman's song 2043

97. Song of a man alone at home ] 2022

98. Indian cowboy song 2059

Page

81

81
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83

83
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85
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Cat-
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Doctor's song (a)

Doctor's song (b)

Doctor's song (c)

Song of a seal

Slahal game song (g)
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Song of Campbell dance

Social song (a)

Social song (b)

Social song (c)

Social song (d)

"I wish I was in Butte Inlet"

Song of a traveler

Lullaby

Song with story of the frog woman..
Canoe song (c)

435660—43 2

Bob George.

do

do

-do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do_

do

Sophie Wilson.

do

do

Henry Haldane.
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69
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88

65
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2. Arranged in Order of Catalog Nusibers—Continued

Title of song Name of siDger

do.

do-

do.

Song to a spirit in the fire

Divorce dance song (a)

Divorce dance song (b)

"Wrap a feather around me"
"I am going to stay at home"
"She is glad to see him"
"Give me a bottle of rum"
Dance song from Babine

"I am going to cure this sick man"
"The thunderbird will help me cure this

sick man."
"I am trying to cure this sick man" do

"The whale is going to help me cure

this sick man."
Song of Y'ak, the medicine man (a)

Song of a medicine man at Nitinat

Lake (a).

Song of a medicine man at Nitinat do.

Lake (b).

Song of a medicine man at Carmanah..

Song when going to war
Song when returning from war

War dance song

Song when carrying heads of the enemy I do

on poles (a)

.

Song when carrying heads of the enemy
on poles (b).

Dance song (a)

Dance song (b)

Klokali dance song

Song after receiving a gift (a) 1 do

Song after receiving a gift (b) do

Jane Green

do

do

do

do

Ellen Stevens

do

Abraham Williams.

F. Ivnightum

do

do.

do.

do.

do.

"I will scrape my body on the rocks"

Potlatch song

"I am going to make you better"

Song of dance with wolf headdress (a)_-

Song of dance with wolf headdress (b)..

Song to a little girl

Song of Y'ak the medicine man (b)

Song of Y'ak the medicine man (c)

Thunderbird dance song

Song of dance with wolf headdress (b) . _

Doctor Jim's song

Song concerning the prophet Skilmaha..

Song of a man alone at home
Slahal game song (b)

Dance song (d)

Dream of going to Ottawa

do

do

do

do

do

do

Wilson Williams

do

do

Katharine Charlie..

do

Jimmie O'Hammon.
do

do

do

do
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2. Arranged in Order of Catalog Xumber—Continued

Title of song Xame of singer
Se-
rial

Xo.

"This song cheers me"
Song with termination of mourning
Slahal game song (a)

Song of happiness

Song of a hunter

Introductory song with treatment

of the sick.

Song when treating smallpox

Song when treating hemorrhage from

the lungs.

Song when treating pneumonia
Song when treating fever

Song when treating palsy

A desire for clear weather

Song of pleasure

The rider on the kohaks

Dance song of the Fraser River Indi-

ans (a).

Dance song of the Fraser River Indi-
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"I wish I were a cloud"
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An appeal to the deer

Slahal game song (c)

Slahal game song (d)

Slahal game song (e)

Dance song of the Thompson River

Indians (a).

Dance song of the Thompson River
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Slahal game song (f)

GambUng song (a)

Indian cowboy song
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The little boy and the whale

Song of a shark hunter

Gambling song (b)

Jimmie O'Hammon..
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do-

do.

Tasalt.

.do-
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Dennis Peters.
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John Butcher.

do

do
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Otter Billie

do

do

Henry McCarthy,

do

.do.

Annie Bolem
do

Julia jMalwer

Jake George

Wilson Williams.

Julia Charlie
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MUSIC OF THE INDIANS OF BKITISH COLUMBIA

By Fkaxces Densmore

INTRODUCTION

The Indians of British Columbia find employment in the seasonal

industries of the region, many working in the canneries and hop-

picking camps. About 1,000 Indians were living in such a camp
near Chilliwack in September 1926, and from these Indians the

material here presented was obtained. They came from widely sepa-

rated localities, including Vancouver and Cooper Islands, the Sliamon

and Homalko Reserves, on the west coast of British Columbia, the

vicinities of Port Simpson, the regions adjacent to the Fraser,

Thompson, Nass, and Skeena Rivers, and the Babine country. The
Indians of the latter localities must travel a considerable distance to

the railroad. Thus a singer from the Skeena River said that she

traveled 5 hours by automobile to reach Hazelton, and a singer from

the Babine region made the trip to Hazelton by pack horse, travel-

ing with a friend, after manner of Indian boys. The Babine region

takes its name from a river that flows through a lake of the same

name. It is a sparsely settled region and mountainous. The Indians

of all the northern region assemble at Prince Rupert, whence they are

taken to Vancouver by steamer. There they are joined by groups from

other localities and transported to ChiUiwack by electric cars. The
journey is under the auspices of the several hop companies, and con-

stables are provided by the Indian Office in each district through which

they pass.

Chilliwack is located on the Fraser River, 65 miles southeast of

Vancouver. The climate in the valley is particularly favorable to

the raising of hops, which constitute an important industry. The
workers in the Columbia Hop Co.'s Camp are housed in cabins and

communal houses arranged in streets (pi. 1, fig. 1). In the distance

are seen the mountains which, at this point, mark the boundary be-

tween the United States and Canada. There was an early, cold rain

while the work was in progress, and snow appeared on the tops of these

mountains.

The cabins generally housed two families (pi. 1, fig. 2). The
communal houses (pi. 2, fig. 1) had an open space in the center,

13
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Figure 1.—Map of British Columbia.
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extending the length of the building, with numerous cubicles on

each side for separate families. Each cubicle had one window. The
cooking was done on four or five stoves in the long central space,

each family using the stove nearest its cubicle. The buildings and

camp streets were lighted by electricity.

As the able-bodied people were at work during the day, it was

necessary to record most of the songs in the evenings, and for

this purpose the Hop Co. generously offered the use of a small build-

ing next the entrance that was used for Red Cross supplies and

Imown as the Red Cross shack (pi. 2, fig. 2). This contained a

small stove and had one small window on each of the sides not

shown in the illustration. The shack was constructed of upright

boards with wide cracks between them. When songs were being

recorded, a crowd usually congregated outside the building and,

as a reward for keeping quiet, they were allowed to look through the

cracks, so that often a row of eyes could be seen through these

perpendicular openings.

An interesting incident of a hop-picking camp is the exchange

of articles of clothing brought for that purpose. The clothing of

men, women, and children is exchanged in this manner, the trans-

fers being attended by much discussion and bargaining, several

garments often being exchanged for one of supposedly greater value.

A group engaged in this form of barter is shown in plate 3, figure 1.

The harvesting of hops is a picturesque scene. Each vine climbs

a cord which extends from the ground to a horizontal wire stretched

between tall poles. A corner of a hop field is shown in plate 3,

figure 2. When the hops are ripe these wires are lowered to permit

the picking of the hops (pi. 4, fig. 1). Drooping wires are seen in

plate 4, figure 2, and plate 5, figure 1, ready for the harvesting of

the hops, while plate 5, figure 2, shows the wires pulled upward to

their original position after the hops and cords have been removed.

The hops are gathered in baskets, which are emptied into huge can-

vas contamers, and the pay of each worker is according to the quan-

tity of hops that he or she gathers. It was interesting to see the

more active pickers help the older or less capable workers by empty-

ing an occasional basket of hops into their containers.

The Indians employed in the hop fields are from widely sepa-

rated localities, as stated, and many faces show the mixture of races

which is common in British Columbia. This appears in the woman
and her child from Kamloops (pi. 6, fig. 1) and in the portraits

of singers and informants.

By a fortunate circumstance, two young men in the hop-picking

camp had been at Neah Bay, and were acquainted with the writer's

work. They were cousins, F. Knightum and Wilson Williams by
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name, and lived at Carmanah, 5 miles from Nitinat Lake. They

had taken their fish across the Strait of Juan de Fuca to sell at

Neah Bay, and had often heard the Indians tell of recording songs.

Other Nitinat besides themselves attended the celebration of Makah*

Day, at which the writer was present. As a result of this ac-

quaintance, the Nitinat were ready to consider the work favorably

and consented to record 35 songs, many being the songs used in the

treatment of the sick, which are usually diflBcult to obtain. Their

influence assisted in the securing of songs from other groups in the

camp.

Twenty-one singers were employed, the total number of recorded

i^ongs being 121. These singers came from 16 localities. The songs

recorded and not transcribed were studied; many were found to

resemble the transcribed songs so closely as to be without value,

while others were not of sufficient interest to be transcribed.

Interesting data on the hunting of sea lions were obtained from

Francis James, who lives on Cooper Island. These facts are not con-

nected with any song, but form part of the general information

concerning Indians of western British Columbia.

Francis James said that his people hunt sea lions, starting on the

hunt about the last of March. Sometimes they are able to get sea

lions on the eastern side of the channel, almost at the mouth of the

Fraser River. It was customary, in old days, for 14 canoes to go

on such a hunt, and spears w^ere used in killing the animals, but

the most important members of the expedition were the men who
knew the words that would make a sea lion stop. There were only

one or two such m.en with an expedition and they learned the words
from their old people. A sea lion might be going far away, but

when a man spoke these words it would turn back and get in such a

position that it could be speared. The words were spoheii^ not sung.

Sometimes a sea lion was captured that weighed a ton, and some-

times the sea lion was so strong that it upset a canoe, or dragged the

canoe a long way, but when the sea lion "began to die" all the men
threw their spears into it. Sometimes the wounded animal lived

all night, and an effort was made to get it to go toward the shore, the

canoes, by their ropes, trying to drag it in that direction. The
ropes had "floaters" attached to them, similar to those on the whale-

ropes of the Makah.
When the sea-lion hunters arrived at home, the meat was divided

and there was a great feast. The man who first threw the spear

into the sea lion received only the fin. The man who threw the

second spear received the most meat and helped to divide it among
the others. The hind Cjuarters were considered the best portion of

the meat, but the fin was the finest delicacy. It was customary to
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pmoke the meat and keep the fat to eat with dried salmon. The

hide was formerly used for the making of gun cases.

TREATMENT OF THE SICK

Two men who are engaged in treating the sick at the present time

consented to record a portion of the songs which they use and to

describe their methods. These men were Tasalt (pi. 6, fig. 2), who
lives near Chilliwack, B. C, and John Butcher, who lives at Lytton,

on the Thompson Kiver. Both are men past middle age, but in

sturdy health, working in the hop fields and living in the camp

while hop picking is in progress.

Tasalt is commonly known as Catholic Tommy. The name Tasalt

is inherited from a remote past and he does not know its meaning.

In manner and mode of life he is quiet. H. Harding, Chief of

Municipal Police in Chilliwack, has a wide and intimate acquaintance

with Indians throughout the region, but did not know that Tasalt

treated the sick, until the present material was obtained. Although

Jiving in the hop-pickers' camp, Tasalt was not in one of the com-

munal houses. Instead, he lived in a shack located in the rear of

a building on the edge of the camp (pi. 7, fig. 1). It seemed scarcely

a habitation for a human being, even as a temporary abode, but it

had the advantage of privacy. Tasalt's wife is a cripple, lying on

a rough wooden bunk while he is absent at work. The roof is low

and little light enters the place, yet in these surroundings the writer

found this interesting medicine man.

Songs are the chief means employed by Tasalt in treating the sick.

His mother was a doctor, hut did not teach him and gave him no

songs. He has received all his songs from spirits. His wife sings

and drums while he treats the patient. He does not draw his hands

along the patient's body, which is a method used by John Butcher

(cf. p. 24), but he "gets the sickness and throws it away." After this

has been done, he tells the patient not to eat much, and the sick man
rests and sleeps. In a severe case he must work two or three times,

but after the "sickness has been taken out" the person regains his

strength rapidl3^ No material remedies are used. All sorts of cases

are brought to him and he treats them all, having special songs for

certain illnesses. He said that he had been able to help all except

two of these cases, but "when he sees the sick person gradually dis-

appear so that only the clothes remain, he gives up." He allows

the persons in the room to cry if they wish to do so. This is forbidden

in many tribes because of a belief that it will reduce the power of

the doctor who is treating the sick person. In these tribes, the rela-

tives of the patient and all who aie in the room are asked to sing
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with the doctor in order to augment his power by their own. Tasalt

requires no assistance except that of his wife.

When the purpose of the present work had been explained to

Tasalt, he said that he would record his songs for the treatment

of smallpox, fever, palsy, hemorrhage from the lungs, and pneumo-

nia. Five songs were recorded, and it was supposed the entire series

had been obtained, so the subject of inquiry was changed. About a

week later, Tasalt returned, and said that he did not record the song

for the treatment of pneumonia and wished to record it in order

to fulfill his promise. He explained that the first song he recorded

was in the nature of an introduction and should not have been

counted as part of the series. He came again and recorded his

song for the treatment of pneumonia, following it with his own
dancing song (not transcribed), after which he said that he had

finished his contribution of songs. The sources of the songs for the

treatment of smallpox, fever, and pneumonia were not designated,

but the other two were received from spirits not hitherto mentioned

in connection with the treatment of the sick.

The introductory song and the songs for the treatment of small-

pox and fever are similar in character (Nos. 1, 2, and 3). They are

soothing melodies, framed by the descending tetrachord B flat-A-G-

F and the tetratone (incomplete tetrachord) G-F-D. The opening

measures are practically the same in these songs. The phrase indi-

cated as the rhj^thmic unit is not repeated with accuracy, as in other

songs, but contains interesting variations. The occurrences of this

phrase are indicated by consecutive letters in the three songs (A to

O), the only duplications occurring in the phrases G and I, and the

phrases E and N. In these, as in other songs used by Indian doctors,

it appears that the basis of musical therapy among the Indians con-

sists in the use of subtle rhythms, and in variations of rhythm that

hold the attention of a listener.

After singing each song as transcribed, Tasalt repeated a portion

of the melody, taking care to bring his performance within the

length of the phonograph cylinder. Each song has its own charac-

teristic quality and the partial rendition of one song could not be

mistaken for that of another. The first song contains 33 ascending,

and 40 descending intervals. Approximately the same number of

ascending and descending intervals occurs in the two songs next

following, showing that the length, as well as the form, of the song
was clear in the singer's mind.
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No. 1. Introductory Song With Treatment of the Sick

(Catalog No. 2031)

Recorded by Tasalt

Voice J = 60

Drum J = 60

See drum rhythm below

Drum rhythm

Free translation.—This person is going to cure me and I will be very glad when I am cured.

Analysis.— The characteristic of this song is its positive quality, expressed

chiefly by an equal emphasis on the first and second counts of the measures

in the rhythmic units (cf. No. 42). Attention is directed to this count in

phrases A, C, and E, the first note on this count being a repetition of the pre-

ceding tone. The alternate phrases (B and D) are distinctly cheerful, with

a bright, crisp division of the second count. The ascent from F to G, which
has occurred frequently throughout the song, is changed to the ascending series

G-A-B fiat in the fourth from the final measure. Other drum rhythms are shown
with Nos. 11, 14, 27, 28, and 59.
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No. 2. Song V/hen Treating Smallpox

Recorded by Tasalt

[Bull. 136

(Catalog No. 2032)

^^^^m p^^^^
H

1 r

^^^^^^^^^^^^ffi

Free transhitlon.— I am curing you. 1 am going to talce you and cure you.

Analysis.—The chief characteristic of this melody is the succession of miuor
thirds at the close of each phrase. The division of the first connt of the rhythmic
unit is alteruately two sixteenth notes followed by an eighth and the reverse.

In the practice of Tasalt, a person suffering from fever was not al-

lowed to drink water.
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No. 3. Song When Treating Fever

Recorded by Tasai.t
(Catalog No. 2035)

Free translation.—Strengthen me, make me live, dear spirit.

Analysis.—The opening of this song is more direct than the two preceding,

which it so closely resembles in many respects. The first tone is accented, not

preceded by a short, unaccented tone as in the preceding songs. The melody

moves more freely, and descends to the final tone by several descending inter-

vals. It is interesting to note the downward glissando and the short pause in

the opening portion of the melody.

A spirit called ha'wil gave the next song to Tasalt. This spirit wag

said to live in the water and to resemble a dog, but it had a golden

breast and golden eyes. The song was used for severe cases of shak-

ing palsy.
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No. 4. Song When Treating Palsy

Recorded by Tasalt

[Boll. 136

(Catalog No. 2036)

69

yi^ }rFir ^
'

lli^-| [j-CJ'tfftgf4g^

n4 err m^i-miiisp'^ci^r \^^^̂

gffipg^ u r Mf-^ pir CffflgfO^^
J^ree translation.—I am hawil and I am going to take the disease away.

Analysis.—The rhythm of this song is particularly steady and well defined,

which would adapt it to its purpose. No rhythmic unit occurs and the song con-

tains frequent changes of measure lengths but the steady quality is maintained.

Alternate measures end with a rest except in the closing measures. Attention

is directed to a melodic phrase which occurs on the first count of the fifth and
ninth measures. A swaying of the melody in successive descent and ascent is

restful and soothing and was noted also in the songs of a Yuma doctor (cf.

Densmore, 1932, Nos. 40, 41, 42, and 43).

Tasalt said that he learned the next song when he was "training to

be a doctor," and that he received it from a "wild spirit" called

skeup'. He could not describe this spirit but said the spirits went

away when the white men came.
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No. 5. Song When Treating Hemorrhage From the Lungs
(Catalog No. 2033)

Recorded by Tasalt

Free translation. -I am going to cure tbis hemorrhage (the last word being an imperfect

pronunciation of the English word).

Analysis.—The structure of this is different from the other healing songs re-

corded by Tasalt. There is no rhythmic phrase and the melody flows smoothly

within its compass of ten tones. The downward and upward swaying of the

melody, mentioned in the song next preceding, appears also in this song, with

its soothing effect, while a certain liveliness is introduced by means of the di-

vided triplets of eighth notes in the fourth and fifth measures. The ear expects

the same at the opening of the sixth measure, but the first tone is prolonged and

is followed by several triplets. This is the gentlest melody recorded by Tasalt,

with no rhythms that would excite a patient.

No. 6. Song When Treating Pneumonia

Recorded by Tasalt
(Catalog No. 2034)

J= 48

a-». r
I? ir:/7H4^-^iJ:»fjs=^7^^?^

Analysis.—In this song with its short, almost jerky rhythm, we find a contrast

to the preceding songs of this group. The time is broken by rests and there is

one rhythmic unit. The song has a compass of an octave, and the pitch of the

lowest tone is four tones lower than in the preceding songs recorded by Tasalt.

The slight break in the time caused by the 5-8 measure is interesting and was dis-

tinctly given. The tones occurring in the melody are B flat, C, E flat, F, and G,

with B flat as the implied keynote. These constitute the first 5-toned scale (cf.
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footnote, p. 71) in which the third and seventh above the keynote do not occur.

This scale occurs rarely in Indian music under the present system of analysis,

appearing only 21 times in 1,553 songs. Other occurrences in this series are

Nos. 37, 43, and 9-1.

The second native doctor wlio recorded songs is John Butcher wlio,

as already stated, lives at Lytton on the Thompson River. His na-

tive name is Skwealke, briefly translated "Dawn." He is not tall, but

lieavy in stature, with a bushy, iron-gray beard. John Butcher and

his family live in "E" (pi. 2, fig. 1), one of the large, communal

houses provided for the hop-pickers, and his cubicle is first at the right

of the entrance. He is very industrious, working in the hop-

fields all day, so it was necessary to record his songs in the evening, in

the Red Cross shack (pi. 2, fig. 2). His granddaughter acted as his

interpreter.

Fasting is practiced by Butcher as a means of maintaining his

power. It is said that he goes into the mountains and sometimes

remains 7 or more days without food. During this time he sees the

"little people," who are like Indians, but about 3 feet in height. They

run around with sickness between their hands and put it into the

people. Butcher gets it out, throws it away, and tells the little people

to go away. While he is in the mountains, he talks with the animals

who are his helpers, and they show him medicinal plants, telling

their uses. (Cf. p. 29; also Densmore, 1922, pp. 127-128.)

When treating illnesses of a general character, Butcher puts his

hands in water and then lays his hands on the sick person's head and

moves them downward to his feet, then he "seems to hold the sickness

in his two hands," and he makes motions as though throwing it away
somewhat as though he were throwing a ball. In his treatment he

sings, and then goes away, returning the next day. It is usually neces-

sary for him to visit a sick person three times. No one sings with him
unless the patient is verj^ sick. In such a case he gets another doctor

to help him and both sing.

The healing songs he recorded are those he uses in a case of con-

finement and are the first songs of this class that have been recorded

by the writer. (A song for this purpose was recorded among the Semi-

nole in Florida in 1933.) If a birth is delayed, he puts his hands in

water and "rubs the patient's abdomen." Aside from this, his treat-

ment of such cases is entirely by means of songs. He said the deer is

a particularly good helper in such cases and that by its aid the child

comes quickly and with little pain to the mother.

The first song of the series mentions two girls on a horse, the first

girl telling the one who sits behind her to strike the horse to make it

firo faster.
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No. 7. Two Girls on a Horse
(Catalog No. 2048, a and &)

Recorded by John Butcheb

Introduction

J= 120

Irregular in tonality

?d crrr i
rrr

i rcrnr- i
rrrirrn^^

m nffmrrMii^-HtfWiWu
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Analysis.—The introduction to this song contains only the tones A and B flat.

The phrases are generally two or four measures in length, each followed by a

rest of at least a quarter note duration. In its repeated semitones the melody

conveys an impression of stark suffering, yet it is a gentle melody, seeming to

express also the sympathy of the doctor.

The healing songs used by John Butcher are characterized by a sixteenth note

followed by a rest, occurring in the opening measures of this song and on the

accented count of the rythmic unit. The melody tones are F, G, A, and B flat,

with G as the implied keynote. In tone material and in prolonged tones, this

melody resembles a portion of the Makah and Clayoquot songs recorded at Neah

Bay, Washington. The progressions are small, 17 of the 40 intervals being whole

tones. The measures transcribed in 5-8 time were uniformly sung in all the

renditions, and the long rests were uniform in duration.

In the next song, the doctor talks to a sturgeon and to a bird. The

words of the interpreter are retained in the translation. It is in-

teresting to note that the doctor does not ask that his own powers be

strengthened, but that aid be extended to the patient. The same con-

cept is expressed in the Chippewa tribe by the words translated "take

pity," the phrase being frequently used to denote the attitude of

supernatural beings toward members of the human race.

No. 8. "Look at This Sick Person"

(Catalog No. 2049)

Recorded by John Butcheb

J =66
Irregular in tonality

(1) (2)

^ ^^-@, p A
^-WitJ

4^^
(1)

^.h% ^druii^̂ p-im-p- t2=

ŝ m
(2)

y^ I F f -bwaferi hnsl 1 C

—

I 1 tiinfiTB \bsS—H 1 r / —i- 1

Free translation

Go easy on this sick person,

Look at this sick person and go easy.

Analysis.—The most prominent tone in this song is B, and the melody pro-

gresses chiefly between B and A sharp, with single occurrences of G sharp and
sharp. After singing the song as transcribed, the singer began at the opening

measures, but did not give an accurate repetition, occasionally varying the length

of unimportant tones or substituting two sixteenth notes for one eighth note.
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The free use of rhythm by this singer is shown by the slight differences in the

rhythmic units of this and the two songs next following, these units being shown
separately for convenience in comparison (p. 29). Only one duplication occurs,

the second unit in No. 9 being lilje the fourth unit in No. 10. In two instances a
phrase designated as a rhythmic unit in one song occurs once in another song.

The length of the tones was clearly defined throughout these songs, and the

slight differences in the phrases show a remarkable preception of rhythm on the

part of the singer.

Two songs were taught to Butcher by his father whose name meant
Road. The melody was the same in the two songs and the transcrip-

tion is from the first song. In this the doctor talks to the seal, grizzly

bear, and deer, and in the second song he talks to the eagle. Before
recording these songs Butcher spoke a few sentences which were trans-

lated as follows : "I hope the sick person gets well. It will be awful if

she goes away and dies."

No. 9. An Appeal to Certain Animals

Recorded by John Butchek
(Catalog No. 2050)

Irregular in tonality

7^
(1)

Analysis.—The phonograph record of this song is about two minutes in dura-
tion, with no repetition of the sequence of phrases here presented. The tran-

scription is terminated arbitrarily, as in some of the healing songs of the Yuma.
A large portion of the intervals are approximately semitones. The small com-
pass, noted in songs recorded at Neah Bay, consists of a fundamental tone and
the adjacent tones above and below. The time was maintained with great
regularity.

The recording of the next song was ended abruptly. A group
of men had gathered around the door of the shack where the songs
were being recorded, and Butcher said they would be harmed by
hearing these songs. In the portion recorded, he calls upon the

deer, and there is a pause during which he imitated the sounds made
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by a deer. This was said to mean that the deer heard and answered

his appeal. He said that if he had continued he would have called

upon the grizzly bear.

No. 10. An Appeal to the Deer

Recorded by John Butcheb

Analysis.—An examination of this melody shows a prominence of a minor
third in the portion before the voice of the deer is supposed to be heard, and
a prominence of a whole tone thereafter. Three-fourths of the intervals are

whole tones. This and the two songs next preceding are on the same pitch

and in approximately the same tempo, showing the ability of the singer to hold

both pitch and tempo.

John Butcher said that the songs for success in hunting had the

same melodies as the songs for treatment of the sick, but appealed to

the animals for success in hunting. A song of this sort, recorded

but not transcribed, did not duplicate the melody of any recorded

song for the sick, but was in the same style, with the same prolonged

tones. Butcher sings this before going to hunt, so he will have good
luck. The words are

:

Going out to hunt deer, going to get my gun, and I scared up a big bear. I

killed a deer and let the bear eat it.

Reference has already been made to the following comparison of

rhytlimic units in songs recorded by this singer.
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U)

Rhythmic Units in No. 8
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Rhythmic Units in No. 9
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(1)

Rhythmic Units in No. 10
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Information concerning tlie treatment of the sick by Nitinat medi-

cine men was obtained from two cousins, F. Knightum and Wilson

Williams, who came from Carmanah, a village on Vancouver Island.

They were accustomed to sing with their grandfather while he treated

the sick, and in this manner they learned his songs. Their grand-

father's name was Y'ak, a Nitinat name which has no known mean-

ing. The Nitinat medicine men were said to confine their activities

to helping the sick, "not throwing sickness at other people, as is done

in some other tribes."

The Nitinat use herbal remedies for minor ailments and injuries.

Some major illnesses and conditions are treated by "sucking out the

difficulty" and others by passing the hands downward over the pa-

tient's body and then "throwing away the sickness," in a manner
already described. Knightum said that if a man were injured and

"the blood settled," his grandfather would suck out the trouble; he

also "sucks out little worms, kills them, and throws them away." He
does not give any herbal remedies.

Four sources of their grandfather's power were described by the

informants, these being the wolves, the whales, the spirits of the dead,

and the thunderbird. The first will be mentioned in connection with

the treatment of the sick. Knightum said that his grandfather once

speared a whale which talked to him, and therefore a whale helps

him at the present time. The spirits of the dead sometimes come to

him and give him songs to use in treating the sick. (Cf. Densmore,

1929 a, pp. 115-135.)

Y'ak treats a sickness which has been put into human beings by

"little people who live in the mountains and come down"; he also
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treats sickness caused by other human beings, his method being the

same for both. In this treatment, the patient lies on his back and

y'ak, using native red paint, makes a drawing of a wolf on the man's

chest. He then takes a piece of soft cedar bark, puts it on the sick

man's head, and begins to sing. During the treatment, he puts his

hands on the f)icture of the wolf, draws them down to the man's feet

and "throws the sickness away" by casting it from his fingertips.

The treatment is always given at night and he allows the people to

cry if they are moved to do so.

The songs of this medicine man are in groups of four and he calls

upon one or another of his sources of power as he feels that the case

requires. He usually sings 3 or 4 nights with a sick person, this

time being sufficient for a cure, and sings different songs each

night, changing them as he likes. Among the Nitinat, as in some other

tribes, the number of singers is increased if the patient is very ill,

thus enabling more persons to add their power to that of the doctor.

Ivnightum said that if a person is very sick his grandfather "needs

lots of singers" and that "everybody sings." The songs are accom-

panied by beating on an ordinary hand drum. ^Vliile singing these,

songs, his grandfather "sees everything, all over the world." The
words of these songs are sunnnarized in the titles, and, w'ith one

exception, contain the affirmation which characterizes the songs of

Indian doctors.

No. 11. "I Am Going to Cure This Sick Man"
(Catalog No. 1691)

Recorded by F. Kniohtum

Voice J = 108

Drum J = 108

See drum rhythm below

^ ^^^^^^^^^^
£=ajp'^

i r rr-pi]

-^—i-

Drum rhythm

nun.
Analysis.—The first four tones in this melody are the principal tones occurring

In the song. They constitute a minor triad and minor seventh, a group of tones

found in particularly primitive melodies. The occurrence of G as a passing
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tone completes the material of tlae second S-toned scale. It is a forceful melody,

containing no change of measure lengths and progressing by 10 ascending and
11 descending intervals. Other occurrences of the 5-toned scale are Nos. 15, 18,

and 65 (cf. footnote, p. 71).

No. 12. "I Am Trying to Cure This Sick Man"
(Catalog No. 1693)

Recorded by F. Knighttjm

Voice J r 100

Drum J z 100

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

-®- -a^
fcl^zSm ^-iacai-

Free translation.- -I am trying to cure this sick man as I treated when I first began to be a
doctor.

Analysis.—This is a melody of unusual simplicity, containing only the tones

of the major triad. In its emphasis on the first count of the measures and in

its general effect of firmness, it resembles a majority of the other songs attributed

to T'ak. This personal peculiarity in a man's songs is seldom noted in Indian

music and suggests that Y'ak was a man of strong character. The song contains

9 ascending and 10 descending progressions.

An interesting attempt at part singing occurred during the recording

of this song, another singer "putting in extra tones" softly, during

prolonged tones of the melody (cf . p. 48)

.
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No. 13. "The Whale Is Going to Help Me Cure This Sick Man"
(Catalog No. 1694)

Recorded by F. Kniqhtum

Voice J = 96

Drum J : 96

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

mtt^i^^lnr vP ii
^^^-^

i Crr y^

^^h^lLrMt^m'ir M L^ftfT"^

^^ij r u rLn^ f m p
trr^^^^rt[j

J ^ r_ F
Analysis.—This melody is framed chiefly on four descending tetratones (in-

complete tetrachords), these being C-B flat-G, B flat-G-F, G-F-D, and F-D-C,
followed by a descent from D to G. The song closes on C and is transcribed as

having F for its keynote, though its tonality is not established. It resembles the

song next preceding in the use of a half note on the first count of the rhythmic

unit.

No. 14. "The Thunderbird Will Help Me Cure This Sick Man"
(Catalog No. 1692)

Recorded by F. Kniqhtum

Voice Jz 100

Drum J = 108

See drum rhythm below

>\4 ^ toiEg^^w^T£ftrt^fi#i^f:y^

SE M^^

m&: Mm gtgft^^tn^
Drum rhythm

J J .J J J J
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Analysis.—Five sorts of intervals occur in tliis song. To this variety is due,

in part, the cheerful and lively character of the melody. Attention is directed

to the discrepancy in the metric unit of voice and drum, each tempo being steadily

maintained.

The three songs next following were recorded by Y'ak's grandsons,

but no information was obtained concerning their use.

No. 15. Song of Y'ak, the Medicine Man (a)

(Catalog No. 1695)

Recorded by F. Knightum

Voicd J = 104

Drum J = 104

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

^VitJ ^f |py[fe
m- » ,»-_' Aijft

i^Si¥^
(1) (2)

(2) ^ ^

.^/MitivJi
i
i^

i P^to'
m- »,m ^ m ^a

Analysis.—^A decided contrast is noted between this and the four preceding

songs attributed to the same man. This song is more lively, contains shorter

note value, and has two rhythmic units. The tone material is the same as that

which formed the framework of No. 11, but this song contains no passing tone.

The song contains no change of measure lengths, and the ascending and descending

intervals are equal in number. Attention is directed to the occurrence of a triplet

of eighth notes on an accented count in the first, and an unaccented count in the

second rhythmic unit.
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No. 16. Song of Y'ak, the Medicine Man (b)

(Catalog No. 1715)

Recorded by Wilson Williams

Voice J z 112

Drum J z 112

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

'h^' -j f ^
I

tirP^fpfJ|'r r ir Virrr'irr

,\' r jT^Pic/pvirtrir r
\

r (Tv
i r cTir r \n^7\

i^^\^IN.fnr r-7Picjp^rrfeff-tggfff

^ r^^ l ^^l^Pi!^^pvi^^lrplTfp^ !i
^pv:

||

Fi n e

Free translation.—I hope you will be cured by me.

Analysis.—The rest which occurs in the rhythmic unit of this song is always
preceded by an ascending and followed by a descending interval. Rests in the
rhythmic unit of an Indian song are somewhat unusual. This song contains
three double occurrences of the rhythmic unit, with connective measures in dif-
ferent rhythms, giving variety to the rhythm of the song as a whole. The last
10 measures were omitted in some renditions, the connective measure being in-
troduced at this point and the singer returning to the opening of the melody.
With the exception of three intervals, the song progresses by minor thirds and
whole tones.
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No. 17. Song of Y'ak, the Medicine Man (c)

(Catalog No. 1716)

Recorded by Wilson Whxiams

Voice J : 112

Drum J : 112

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

^,l„ :; - Jilff.fT-f-^^MM^m

^i.^^£f^.r.,r.r^^rf£fc£#i

Analysis.—A peculiarity of this song is the short tones followed by short rests.

Several renditions were recorded, this exclamatory style being carefully main-

tained. The rhythm is more interesting than the progressions, which consist

chiefly of minor thirds and whole tones. Drum and voice were synchronous

throughout the performance.

Another song used by Y'ak, the medicine man, was studied but not

transcribed, as it contained no peculiarities that have not already been

noted in his songs.

The next singer said his father was a doctor and received songs from

a spirit which appeared to him in the mountains. It was his father's

custom to go into the mountains and remain without food. Once he

became ill, after remaining without food or water for 2 days, and a

spirit came and helped him, so that he did not die. The spirit

looked like a woman and changed its appearance, so that sometimes

it was large and sometimes small. This spirit became his constant

helper. He saw it whenever he went into the mountains and it gave

him songs. The interpreter, about 32 years old, said this man was
his uncle and that, as a child, he saw the man going away to the

mountains. No description of his treatment of the sick was obtained.

This is one of his songs

:
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No. 18. "Tliis Song Cheers Me"

Recorded by Jimmie O'Hammon

[Boll. 136

(Catalog No. 2026)

Voice J = 56

Drum J = 76

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

1^. r mf P \r ^:Mi=^r^̂ ^
Free translation

For a long time I have been walking and seeing nothing

;

Now I find this song and it cheers me.

Analysis.—This melody is based on the interval of a fourth, which is often

associated with motion in men, birds, or animals. This interval occurs first

between B and E, then as A descending to E, while the song closes with E
descending to B in the lower octave. The two latter intervals contain a passing

tone. The tone material is that of the second 5-tonod scale. Attention is di-

rected to the difference in tempo of the voice and drum, this difference being
steadily maintained.

Annie Tom recorded a song used by lier grandfather, who was a

doctor and obtained his power from the thunderbird. The words form
the title and contain the affirmation which characterizes many Indian
songs used in treating the sick.

No. 19. "I am Going to Make You Better'

Recorded by Annie Tom
(Catalog No. 1711)

Voice J : 52

Drum J : 52

Drum.rhythm similar to No. i

mlk, X ^r¥ mr0m^^^

Fine
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Analysis.—This peculiar song was sung once, after which the repeated portion

was sung four times. The intonation on the tone transcribed as D sharp in

the opening measures was somewhat uncertain, approaching E if the pliono-

graph were freshly wound, thus increasing its speed and slightly raising the

pitch. The chief interest of the song lies in its rhythm, which was maintained

throughout the performance. The beat of the drum is rapid, consisting of four

beats to one time unit of the melody.

Bob George said that his grandfather was a doctor and that the

next was his personal song. The singer heard his father sing it and
learned it in that manner. His father died in 1920 at the age of

about 100 years. This indicates the age of the song.

No. 20. Doctor's Song (a)

Recorded by Bob Geokge

(Catalog No. 1667)

Analysis.—An alternation of double and triple measures characterizes this

song, the first of each measure being strongly accented except in the third and
seventh measures. The first phrase contains four and the second phrase contains

five measures, the additional length being secured by a change of accent on a

quarter note in the latter portion of the phrase. It is a cheerful, pleasing

melody and yet, to our ears, it has a plaintive character. This may be due to

the prominence of the subdominant in the eight measures preceding the close.

No information was obtained concerning the next two songs except

that they belonged to doctors.
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No. 21. Doctor's Song (b)

Recorded by Bob George

[Bull. 136

(Catalog No. 166S)

Analysis.—Ouly three tones occur in this song, but the variety in the move-

ment and rhythm produces an agreeable melody. The song contains 32 measures

and 54 progressions, all of which are whole tones. Attention is directed to

the prominence of E, the tone above the keynote, and to a comparison between
the last two occurrences of the rhythmic unit.

No. 22. Doctor's Song (c)

Recorded by Bob Geokgb
(Catalog No. 1669)

Analysis.—In this melody we have an interesting example of thematic treat-

ment, the triple measures in the opening portion being followed by two double
measures that extend the rhythmic unit. A minor third comprises about one-

fourth of the intervals. The keynote is regarded as B flat, the melody being
classified as on the fourth 5-toned scale. Other songs based on this scale are
Nos. 31, 79, 85, 91, 92, and 95. (Cf. footnote, p. 71.)
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No. 23. Song of a Medicine Man at Nitinat Lake (a)

(Catalog No. 1696)

Recorded by F. Knightum

Voice J r 88

Drum J r 88

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

^^T^f^j^l^^a

Analysis.—Tliree renditions of tbis song were recorded, tbe transcription

being from the second. Attention is directed to the portion of the song begin-

ning with the seventh measure. There was little accent in this portion and

the division into measures is somewhat arbitrary, but the time value of the

eighth note was maintained. This is a semirecitative and in other renditions

we find the same general melodic pattern, but not an exact duplication of

phrases. The principal interval is a descending whole tone which comprises

20 of the 50 progressions. This and the descending minor third, which occurs

frequently, were sung somewhat glissando, producing a soothing effect.
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No. 24. Song of a Medicine Man at Nitinat Lake (b)

(Catalog No. 1697)

Recorded by F. Knightum

Voice J r 72

Drum J = 72

Drum rhythm similar to No. 1

tm r/rr-Qir^^ ^

Analysis.—The transcription of this song is from the first rendition, the

remainder of the performance containing the characteristic phrases, but no

exact repetitions. Attention is directed to the fourth measure from the close

with its explosive accent on the second count. The slow tempo and small in-

tervals occurring in the open measures of the song suggest gentleness,

while the short, crisp phrases followed by short rests are full of energy, intensi-

fied by the rapid beats of the drum. More than three-fourths of the intervals

are whole tones, occurring chiefly in descending progression.

It is the custom in many tribes to designate a man only by a nick-

name. The doctor to whom the next song belonged was known as

"Doctor Jim." He had been dead for many years, but was remem-

bered as a "good doctor."

No. 25. Doctor Jim's Song

Recorded by Kathkrine Charlie

(Catalog No. 1719)

Voice J : 63

Drum J : 63

Drum rhythm similartoNo.il

(i)

m
(1) (2)

^ Im^^jtfmtw^tr^
(2) (2)

imnMmfuuiinr^-mvm^m
Fine
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Analysis.—Drum and voice were synchronous in all the renditions of this

song, the drumbeats being distinctly given. The first portion of the melody

is based on the descending and ascending interval of a fourth, and the second

portion, with a different rhythm, is based upon consecutive whole tones. With
one exception the progressions are whole tones and minor thii'ds.

A certain medicine man living at Carmanah is able to locate lost

persons and articles. It is his custom to dance with his arms held

out and shaking, his fingers extended and trembling, this manner
probably being in accordance with his dream. It was said that a man
once went out hunting and became lost. This doctor danced for

about 3 hours before he was able to locate the man, then he told the

people where they would find the hunter. The people went to the

place indicated by the doctor and there they found the man. His
song has no words.

No. 26. Song of a Medicine Man at Carmanah
(Catalog No. 1698)

Recorded by F. Kniqhtum

Voice J r 80
Drum J r 84
Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

1st rendition

i
^ 1©-

:, *' M ^' yjF^
^F^-R^y^M^#f-^teg^p^^^

2nd rendition

^Mf ir rtgg^#fi-#f;

3rd rendition^
^^^teB^fej^feii^Mnni
Analysis.—In this agitated melody with its slight changes in repetition we

find a contrast to the calm, reassuring songs of Y'ak, a contrast which corres-

ponds to the methods employed by the two men. Eight renditions of this song

were recorded, the first phrase showing three variations, as indicated in the

three renditions which are presented. The drum is slightly faster than the

voice, each tempo being maintained through the performance.

WAR SONGS

The customs of war differ among the tribes represented at Chilli-

wack, and songs from three localities were recorded. The largest

group is from the Nitinat, who cut off the heads of their enemies,

435660—43 4
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a custom which also prevailed among the Makah (Densmore, 1939,

pp. 184-185). These songs are very old and have come down from

the time when the Nitinat used spears and Imives in war. The

following song was sung when they were ready to embark in their

canoes for a war expedition.

No. 27. Song When Going to War
(Catalog No. 1699)

Recorded by F. Knightum

Voice J = 96

Drum J :96
See drum rhythm below

^T^irrrffH^'^^F^-fiffffa

AM^j^4gffl^fetfff^ vir itu^̂

^•^b g]/'7| |. j!pB::^^^^J- ilii*l J^
Drum rhythm; Quarter notes in opening measures followed byn r^ r^

Analysis.—This melody begins on the first of the measure and is character-

ized by force and directness. The drumbeat was variable and consisted of

quarter notes, changing to eighth notes accented in groups of two, with an
occasional return to the quarter-note beat. The fourth is prominent in the

framework of the melody and, as in other songs having this characteristic,

the keynote is not fully established. The song is, however, considered minor
In tonality. Five renditions were recorded witliout a break in the time.

Occasionally the Nitinat went on foot to seek the enemy, the fol-

lowing song being sung by warriors returning on foot. The Nitinat

have no horses at the present time, depending upon their boats for

transportation.
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No. 28. Song When Returning From War

Recorded by F. Knightum

Voice J= 96

Drum J : 96

See drum rhythm below

jB^j9

^¥f=m muU'f
\

rm^
^fe=^^^^pQ?^gf^' JlQ'fi -̂lf^^
Drum rhythm; Quarter notes in opening measures followed by

9

A7ialysis.—Three descending fourths are prominent in the framework of this

melody. The melodic trend resembles that of the soug next preceding and,

as in that song, D is regarded as the keynote.

The opening ascent of an octave was noted also in several Chippewa war
songs. Six renditions of this song were recorded and show unimportant differ-

ences which' occur more frequently in melodic progressions than in the rliythm.

The singer took breath in various places, after the manner of young singers,

the indicated rests being given in the rendition which was selected for transcrip-

tion. The drumbeat was in quarter notes during the earlier rendition,* chang-

ing to the triplet rhythm in the third rendition, but showing occasional beats

in quarter-note time.

In the dance that followed a war expedition, each warrior held

his spear diagonally across the front of his body and, as he danced,

he thrust the point of the spear upward above his left shoulder,

this constituting a gesture of the dance.

In music above, for "opening measures," read, "first renditions."—F. D.
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No. 29. War Dance Song

Recorded by F, Knightxjm

[Bdll, 136

(Catalog No. 1701)

Voice J^z 168

Drum as indicated

Analysis.—Five renditions of ttiis peculiar song were recorded, the transcrii>-

tion being from tile third. This is the first song recorded by the writer in

which the drumbeat is so slow that it cannot be measured by the metronome.
The interval between drumbeats varies slightly, as indicated, and it appears
from a comparison of the renditions that the player was guided by the relation
between drum and voice rather than by an effort for a steady rhythm in the
drum. Tlie melodic differences in the other renditions consist chiefly in the
addition of passing or ornamental tones and in the omission of an occasional
phrase. An example of ornamentation in other renditions is the substitution
of two sixteenth notes (C-B flat) for the second eighth note (B flat) in the
second measure. The song has a compass of 11 tones and omits the fourth
tone of the octave. The ascending and descending intervals are almost equal
in number, the latter comprising five each of fourths, major thirds, minor
thirds, and whole tones, with one semitone. Such uniformity in progressions
is unusual in the songs under analysis.
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The heads of the enemy were carried on poles in the dances that

followed a victory. The two songs next following were sung in such

dances and were accompanied by drums and by the striking together

of sticks. These songs are still sung by the Nitinat in their dances.

No. 30. Song When Carrying Heads of the Enemy on Poles (a)

(Catalog No. 1702)

Recorded by F. Knightum

Voice J^r 184

Drum as indicated

is>
—»—0-

S m^ ^
Drum (irregular)

^JibJiTr^^ 1^^ iHlH»- 1»-

V^ bs -taaik

Analysis.—This song is characterized by a slow drumbeat similar to that in

the song uext preceding. Four renditions were recorded and show no differ-

ences except in the drumbeat, which varies slightly. The transcription is from

the first rendition. The song contains 27 progressions, 17 of which' are whole

tones.
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No. 31. Song When Carrying Heads of the Enemy on Poles (b)

(Catalog No. 1703)

Recorded by F. Knightuu

Voice J= 112

Drum as indicated

Analysis.—Several i-enditions of this song were recorded, the one selected for

transcription being that in which the metric unit is nearest to a quarter-note.

It is a wild, barbaric melody, sung with much freedom. This song contains

short, explosive tones like those which occurred in preceding war songs, but
does not have the slow drumbeat which characterized the preceding songs.

It is based on the fourth 5-toned scale and progresses chiefly by whole tones.

From the Sliamon and Homalko Reserve comes the song of a dance
that was held when captives had been ransomed and brought home.
The ransom was paid in blankets. This song was sung at such a
dance, the men carrying a knife in one hand and a gun in the other.
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No. 32. Song Concerning a Ransomed Captive

(Catalog No. 1672)

Recorded by Bob Geokge

i-.= 63

\ ^hx rrJf.nn\\ir^p,yPB rrr^^
^)vJ33;4N^JixiiUjijiLu^ J3|i^ li

Analysis.—The two ascending progressions at the opening of this song are

aggressive, and are followed by an unbroken descent of six tones. Five rendi-

tions were recorded, followed by a short pause, after which the singer began

upon C sharp instead of C natural, continuing his performance on that

pitch level.

Tasalt, whose songs in treating the sick have been presented (Nos.

1-5), said that his tribe were not head hunters and had been at war
during his lifetime, using bows, arrows, and spears. He recorded two

very old songs used in war dances. These songs are connected with a

tradition of a man who rode on a mythical creature of the deep,

called kohaks. It is said that a dangerous water spirit lived in the

Strait of Juan de Fuca and the man rode upon the kohaks far out on
the water, killed the bad spirit, and returned, making a safe landing.

By this he protected his people from danger and was qualified to

become a warrior.

No. 33. The Rider on the Kohaks

Recorded by Tasai.t

(Catalog No. 2039)

69

m^^^MM^^^fS^S^^^̂ m

Free translation.—I am riding out on the kohaks.

Analysis.—The principal tones in this melody are B flat and C. The song is

based on a major triad and sixth, but the form is unusual, the keynote occurring

only on the last half of an unaccented count. The rhythm is somewhat jerky

and dilBcult to show in notation. About two-thirds of the progressions are

minor thirds and whole tones.
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The savage spirit of ancient warfare is shown in the words of an

old song recorded by Anna George who lives at Sardis. This war

song belonged to her great-grandfather whose name was George, and

she intends to teach it to her children, requesting them, in turn, to

teach it to their descendants so that it may be preserved. The words

of the song are "Don't you scream. I am a woman and I am going

to hit you." The song was not transcribed.

POTLATCH SONGS

The man who recorded the next song is from the town of Hope,

on the Fraser River. At a potlatch his people used two sorts of

rattles. The man who gave the potlatch used a rattle consisting of

a container enclosing small pebbles or shot, while the leaders of the

ceremony used rattles made of shells. A rattle made of pecten shells

on a hoop of whalebone was used by a Makah doctor (Densmore,

1939, pi. 14, (^).

The next song is that of the guests arriving at a potlatch and

dancing as they come from their canoes. The host does not go to

meet them, but remains to welcome them at his door. A similar

performance was witnessed at Neah Bay, when the guests at the

Makah Day celebration danced up the shore from a large canoe in

which they were supposed to have arrived from distant homes. Some
had small drums and the motions of the dance were individual. The
approach to the place of the celebration was remarkably picturesque.

A portion of the dances at this celebration was shown in the writer's

paper on Nootka and Quileute Music (Densmore, 1939, pis. 22, 23, 34).

Men and women joined in this song, which was said to be par-

ticularly fine when sung "in parts." The addition of harmonic parts

to a native melody has been seldom noted among the Indians. It

may be an evidence of musical influence from the white race.
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No. 34. Song of Approach to a Potlatch

(Catalog No. 2046)

Recorded by Dennis Peters

Voice J r 72

Drum J = 76

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

^>^^f
|

frift;r
i

rtfnrirff^ffirtrr i r rrn

'>'^ \'\n. ^ i--^.'f ff-p

'>'^ ' ^^ i
» -p* ^^ f

|
tfF.yP

.gA -p p m . a . T'^^ p-JLJL ?2i:

Analysis.—The ease with which "parts" could be added to this song is shown
by its tone material. The melody contains the tones of the major triad, with
the sixth occurring three times. The compass of six tones lies entirely above
the keynote, the largest interval being a major third. Ascending and descending
intervals are about equal in number.

No. 35. A Desire for Clear Weather

Recorded by Tasalt
(Catalog No. 2037)

^tetm^$^^.-'rir-rp'.;pifrp'^
Free translation.—It will be nice for all the people if the weather clears.

Analysis.—^The tempo of this song is unusually slow and the manner of
singing the prolonged tones is characteristic of the songs of this region. The
division of the first count is effective and occurs twice in the song. There is

an unusual number of rests, which were given clearly in all the renditions.

The next song was inherited in the family of the singer and was
sung by the host before distributing the presents at a potlach. The
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prolonged, high tone at the opening of the song may have been in-

tended to attract the attention of the guests.

No. 36. Potlatch Song

Recorded by Annie Tom
(aatalog No. 1710)

Voice J : 72

Drum J r 132

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

1 r

ra
s , »^ ^

Analysis.—Four rhythmic periods form the length of this song, the rhythm
of the first differing from the others in its opening measure. The intervals

consist of three whole tones, occurring chiefly in descending progression. While
E is suggested as a keynote, the tonality of the melody is not established. The
first note of each measure, especially in the upper register, was sung with a
decided accent. Five renditions were recorded and show no differences.

Tlie following explanation of a potlatch was given by Francis

James, who lives on Cooper Island. James said that when he was a

little boy it was the custom for a man to give a potlatch in order

to collect the debts owing to him. If his friends had borrowed money
and it was time for payment, he announced that he would give a pot-

latch, and told those who owed him money that he expected them to

attend. They came and returned the money. Wlien he had received

payment for all the debts, he gave presents to the people who had
returned the money, perhaps a blanket or similar gift, and sometimes
he gave them money. (Cf. Densmore 1939, pp. 72-95.)

A song of the host at a potlatch was recorded by Dennis Peters,

but was not transcribed as similar songs have already been presented.

He said the host at a potlatch entered with a blanket wrapped around
him, singing a song inherited in his family. The singers joined in

this song. The host danced during the song and then gave away his

blanket. The song was repeated with the gift of each valuable
article. Between the repetitions of the song and during the bestow-
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ing of the gifts there were sounds which can only be described as

prolonged howls. An old person might give such a howl while the

host was singing. The host would then stop singing and give the

person the blanket or other gift which he had in his hand, after which

he would take up another article and resume his song.

DANCE SONGS

Dennis Peters, who recorded the next three songs, is a particularly

intelligent Indian, living at Hope. He said that, at a season of the

year which he thought to be December, the old-time Indians living

on the Fraser River were seized with a malady resembling fits, and

they "had to dance to get over it." The affliction returned every

year and lasted about a month. There were special songs for this

dance and the songs used by the men were different from those used

by the women. He said that his own people discontinued this custom

20 or 30 years ago, but that it is still kept up by people living on the

lower Fraser River Sometimes the people fainted and remained

unconscious (or semiconscious) for 2 hours, during which time they

wept aloud. "A whole lot of singers had to get around them and

sing before they could get up." The emotional excitement sug-

gests a connection between this and the cult of Smoliolia, or Skilmaha,

also that of the Shakers, whose meetings were held regularly at Neah
Bay, when the Makah songs were recorded.

The dances at this annual event were of two sorts, the first being

a slow dance with a rapid drum and the second being a dance with a

great deal of motion and jumping. While the drum was said to be

faster than the voice in the opening songs of this dance, the difference

is in the number of beats in the first song, the drum being in eighth-

note values while the song contains longer tones. In the second song

of the group, the drum has a much faster metric unit than the voice,

with shorter note values.

It appears this dance had power to benefit the sick, as Peters related

the following incident which was known to him: A young man's

brother was seriously burned with gasoline, and the young man felt

himself responsible for the accident. He lost his voice, and the In-

dian doctors were unable to help him. Finally, they said he would

regain his voice only when dancing. Accordingly, a dance was

given for his benefit, and the moment he began to dance he regained

his voice. He has, however, been "sickly" ever since the event. It

is interesting to note this coincidence of the use of gasoline and

a primitive belief in healing.

This and the song next following are those of the slow dance with

rapid drum.
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No. 37. Dance Song of the Fraser River Indians (a)

(Catalog No. 2040)

Recorded by Dennis Petebs

Voice J = 76

Drum J r 76

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

r

m^nj^viQ-^
i

n \

\

f2
«g 1 J 4'—

^

i

Analysis.—Two interesting phases of this song are its tone material and its

thematic structure. The tone material is that of the first 5-toned scale, in which

the third and seventh tones above the keynote do not occur.'' The rhythmic unit

is simple and occurs twice in the opening phrases. The seventh and eighth

measures show two characteristic count divisions separated by a quarter note,

and the tenth measure shows the rhythmic unit changed by an even division of

the first count. These contrasts give intei'est to the rhythm of the song as a

whole. The melody contains no change of measure lengths and has a compass
of 9 tones.

The next song is for the same part of the dance but belongs to a

different village.

No. 38. Dance Song of the Fraser River Indians (b)

(Catalog No. 2(>il)

Recorded by Dennis Petbiks

Voice J r 92

Drum J z 144

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

go
fiWn^i r fr^tr^m

\^hi f ir rr i!-rfiTirTrrfir^Tj#^^F=

Analysis.—Attention is directed to the discrepancy between the metric unit of

voice and drum in this performance. The prolonged tones of the song are also

* Other songs on this scale are Nos. 6, 43, and 94. Cf. footnote 3, p. 71.
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unusual. A group of two eighth notes occurs on both the accented and unaccented

counts of the measure. The melody contains all the tones of the octave, which

is unusual in the songs of British Columbian Indians.

The next song is that of the rapid dancing in which the people

jumped from the ground, and in -which the "dancing was even with

the drum." The change of motion occurs "after they have been around

two or three times."

No. 39. Dance Song of the Fraser River Indians (c)

(Catalog No. 2042)

Recorded by Dennis PmnKs

Voice J r 84

Drum J z 84

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

\tKi ^
\^h \J' HfTirTTr i f IOT^^

I r

rtnrr?r^iTfFv i rrp^i^-rK " • a?

?=£

Analysis.—This is a more fluent melody than the two songs immediately pre-

ceding. It opens with an interesting phrase and closes with an ascending interval

of a fourth. More than half the progressions are whole tones.

The next song affords an example of two interesting customs, the

insertion of new words in an old song and the use of mispronounced

English words. The tune was said to be very old and the words

"Klismus payah" are inserted between native words, occurring in the

eighth measure. The song was sung at Christmas and the words are

readily identified as "Christmas presents." The frequent high tones

have a suggestion of eagerness. These are followed by descending

series of tones. Annie Tom is from the Nitinat village on Vancouver

Island.
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No. 40. Dance Song (a)

Recorded by Annie Tom

[Bull. 136

(Catalog No. 1704)

Voice J : 108

Drum J r 108

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

^^^ w
1 r

ie£=£
fff]init:^ I feBM*

-p-p-f^-ffl-^ ^ -g^" -^

g
-p

-^
-^t^ f^^^-fPh

eai- :=^

Analysis.—Seven renditions of this song were recorded, the only difference

being a slight variation in the note values of the opening measures. The con-

secutive eighth notes are effective in contrast to the other rhythms, and the

sixteenth rest near the close of the song was clearly given in all the renditions,

terminating a neat, short phrase.

The next song was sung when "going toward a partner" in the dance.

No. 41. Dance Song (b)

Recorded by Annie Tom
(Catalog No. 1705)

Voice J: 96

Drum Jz 132

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

.M,^t£^^g#Et^f#ffffff#^
^m £ t gji^gfff^ffmgs

Fine

Analysis.—The duration of the three opening measures in this song is equiva-

lent to three measures in double time, but the melody is transcribed according to

the accents given by the singer. The tempo changes slightly during the song,

but the tempo of the drum does not correspond to either tempo of the voice.

Twenty-three of the 27 intervals are minor thirds and whole tones.

The two songs next following have no words and are used in social

dances.
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No. 42. Dance Song (c)

Recorded by Dennis Peters

Catalog No. 2047)

Voice J r 66

Drum J - 66

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

..vtf..., .i..rrr>f4£r:fifrff'.7itJ'E^^^fa
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was formerly held in midwinter, continuing 6 days and closing with

dramatic dances on the beach. The modern Klokali is solely for

pleasure and lasts only 1 day. According to Swan (1870, pp. 66, 67),

The ceremony of the great Dukwally, or the Thunder bird, originated with the

Hesh-kwi-et Indians, a band of Nittinats living near Barclay Sound, Vancouver

Island.

Swan then relates the legend of the young man who was dragged

on the stones of the beach, saying the chief of the wolves was so

pleased with the bravery of the young man that he imparted to hira

all the mysteries of the Thunderbird performance. A song connected

with this legend appears as No. 74, p. 78. A description of the Klokali

among the Makah and Clayoquot is contained in Nootka and Quileute

Music (Densmore, 1939, pp. 101-128)

.

No. 44. Klokali Dance Song

Recorded by Annie Tom
(Catalog No. 1706)

Voice J : 88

Drum J r 88

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

Analysis.—The phonograph cylinder contains nine renditions of this melody,

after which the singer gave the opening interval, prolonging the high tone to

more than twice its transcribed length and allowing the voice to slide down-

ward in a howl. The Klokali songs recorded at Neah Bay, as well as the songs

when towing a dead whale, were terminatad in this manner. Triple and double

measures alternate in this song, each measure beginning with a marked accent.

The song contains seven measures and only seven progressions.

The Nitinat Indian who recorded the next song said the Thunder-

bird dance is danced every year, in the latter part of July, by his people.

The costume consists of a blanket with eagle feathers suspended along

the edge, the dancer extending his arms as he dances. The gift men-
tioned in the song may be "about one dollar."
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No. 45. Thunderbird Dance Song

Recorded by Wilson Wiluams

Voice J z 80

Drum J : 144

Drum rhythm similarto No. 14

57

(Catalog No. 1717)

'Mi).^^.-F ii-.riMiririr vcri^^
^^ff^ m 9^P^m^ ^ I 4 ^fe S

1 T

?£r»ir itcr^cnQ'-yrrv ir rr-r^ iir^
Free translation.—I am going to give my money to the other people.

Analysis.—A peculiarity of this song is the discrepancy between the tempo of

voice and drum, each being steadily maintained. The metric unit of the drum is

not a multiple of that of the voice. Five renditions were recorded and show

no differences except the omission, in two renditions, of the eighth and ninth

measures. This number of renditions is valuable for comparison as the song

is unusually diflScult. The tones are those of the minor triad and fourth and the

song contains no change of measure lengths.

No information was obtained concerning the next song except that

it was connected with the "Campbell dance," in which wooden head-

dresses were worn.

No. 46. Song of Campbell Dance

Recorded by Bob Geokge

(Catalog No. 1673)

Voice J r 88

41;.b LL> > ... 0\~— ?--^g-g-»-g--g— g-»4>(g p^-g-^g-g-
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song having a rhythmic unity which cannot be divided into phrases. There is

no change of measure length, and the several renditions are uniform in every

respect.

No- 47. Dance Song From Babine

Recorded by Abbaham Wtt.t.tams

(Catalog No. 1690)

Voice J : 104

v^\,^i)r^\^\^t-^]\t7ur:f\^} m
^^\r \ r^̂ p^QA-^iii^m pJjl^

tllKB^

-n prirH^t^r^ irn^rT inn ^rr irTr"

Analysis.—As this is the only song obtained from Indians living at Babine it

is interesting to find it a melody with so much individuality. An ascent of a
tenth in three measures is very iinusual in Indian songs, yet it occurs twice in

this melody, each time with a return to the original tone. Three other phrases
ascend a fourth and return to the original tone. Thus the tone D, which is the

lowest tone of its compass, occurs at the beginning and end of five phrases.

The song contains all the tones of the octave except the second and sixth and,

except for two ascending octaves, it progresses entirely by minor thirds and
whole tones.

The songs of a certain social dance of the Thompson River Indians

were accompanied by a drum and by the striking together of two
sticks, the latter accompaniment being similar to that heard at Neah
Bay. It has also been heard among the Menominee of Wisconsin and
the Qioctaw in Mississippi. Men and women took part in tliis dance.
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No. 48. Dance Song of the Thompson River Indians (a)

(Catalog No. 2055)

Recorded by Heney McCaethy

Voice J : -76

Drum J : 76

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

istrendition

2nd rendit.

\^h^ r Ilift^^^^yffgffTlt^^l^l^^
Free translation.—Everybody, come and dance.

Analysis.—This melody moves freely within its compass of eight tones.

Slight differences occurred in the four renditions and, as an example of such

differences, the second rendition is presented as well as the first The principal

interval is a minor third.

No. 49. Dance Song of the Thompson River Indians (b)

(Catalog No. 2056)

Recorded by Henry McCaetht

Voice J = 69

Drum J = 96

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

^
ft'^i ' ILj"[^ 7

1

Lid ^j^lf^J LjtP y
ll/ l r I**

'^'^

rm.r:rrm{^^^̂ ^
Free translation.—Sing, everybody sing.

Analysis.—The melodic structure of this song is based upon two whole tones

with a larger connecting interval. Attention is directed to the discrepancy

between the tempo of voice and drum.
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The three songs next following were those of a dance in which a

wooden headdress representing a wolf was worn. The circumstances

under which the songs were recorded made it impossible to secure

information concerning the dance.

No. 50. Song of Dance With Wolf Headdress (a)

(Catalog No. 1712)

Recorded by Annie Tom

Voice J z 100

Drum J z 132

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

^•,,kj>,l
i
i:ffr|ff

|

fr|ffrinT
|

rp^^
^s^m^ ffJifcr ir-P i r'-M^ifrriff.vf
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Analysis.—A sharp, crisp manner of singing, as well as an emphasis on the

first tone of each measure, characterizes this song. Six sorts of ascending

intervals occur, which is an unusual variety of these progressions. It is in-

teresting to note the difference between the measures which follow the rhythmic

unit in its three occurrences. In the first instance, a 2-4 measure leads the

melody upward while, in the second and third instances, a 3-A measure ends

the phrase abruptly on a low tone. The third occurrence of the rhythmic unit

is followed by a succession of measures in quarter and eighth notes, without

the dotted eighths which occurred in the preceding portions of the song.

The next song was sung when the dancing began.

No. 52. Song of Dance With Wolf Headdress (c)

(Catalog No. 1718)

Recorded by Katharine Chabue

Voice J r 108

Drum J = 132

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14
r-+ 1 T

/i^^lffl^^g
^i^iJ-jjjijijjj^^ijjjjij^^^J/jj:iyi^

Analysis.—Five renditions of this song were recorded and in all of them

the singer gave a clear intonation on G sharp in the second measure; the next

occurrence was slightly lower, and the third was sung as G natural. This sug-

gests that the pitch of the first tone was above the natural range of the singer's

voice. The discrepancy between the tempo of ' voice and drum was steadily

maintained. The song contains 17 measures and 40 progressions, which is an

unusual freedom of movement.

SOCIAL SONGS

It is customary for a person to sing and dance alone after receiving

a gift. This was seen at Neah Bay, on the celebration of Makah
Day, in 1926. The recipient of a gift sang and "danced," standing

still and turning the body from side to side while the hands were

upraised with palms forward, on a level with the elbows. This re-

sembled the positions in Makah honor songs (Densmore, 1939, pi. 21,

a, 6.)

Gifts are presented to visitors near the close of a gathering, which

explains the words of the next song.
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No. 53. Song After Receiving a Gift (a)

Recorded by Annie Tom

[Bdll. 136

(Catalog No. 1707)

Voice J r 92

Drum J z 14 4

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

mMJU^^̂ ^^^md

Fine
Free translation.—Good-bye my friend, I am going away.

Analysis.—An interesting discrepancy between the tempo of voice and drum
occurs in this song, and vpas steadily maintained during the five renditions.

The chief interest of the melody lies in the frequent use of the fourth, and in

the measure that was sung between the renditions. The singing continued

after the end of the phonograph cylinder had been reached but, from listening to

the singing, it appears that the end of the melody is on E, as indicated in the

transcription.

It is probable that the person who sang the next song had received

a gift of money at a dance. He was impressed by the amount and

thought he might afford a room at the village hotel, which is regarded

as the height of luxury.

No. 54. Song After Receiving a Gift (b)

Recorded by Annie Tom

Voice J : 100

Drum J z 152

Druiii rhythm similar to No. 14

(Catalog No. 1708)

WW
Free translation.—How much money for a room in the hotel?
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Analysis.—Several points of unusual interest occur in this melody. The

metronome indication of voice and drum is as accurate as possible by the

scale of the instrument, and it will be noted that, within the duration of a

measure, the voice has two metric units and the drum has three units. Voice

and drum were synchronous on the first count of each measure, and the time

of each was steadily maintained. Attention is next directed to the similarity

between the first phrase of the song and the connective phrase, in which the

words occur. The latter is the more melodious and differs in the position of

the rest. The rhythmic unit is preceded and followed by various rhythms.

Except for one ascending fourth, the only intervals are minor thirds and whole

tones. The song has the unusual compass of 11 tones, both the highest and

lowest tones being distinctly sung.

There was no dancing with the next four songs, and it was said

that "everybody sang." The man who recorded the songs lives on

Powell River.

No. 55. Social Song (a)

(Catalog No. 1674)

Recorded by Bob Geoege

J.-

mi^t=at^^mrrf \r'rmf^̂

^feqdtt^Mg^jjj!jj.r] i
!-^

Aimlysis.—Except for two larger intervals, this melody progresses entirely

by minor thirds and whole tones. The measure lengths change frequently and

the trend of the song is steadily downward. Attention is directed to the third

occurrence of the rhythmic unit in which the third count is divided differ-

ently than in the first occurrence, giving variety to the rhythm, yet continuing

the principal accents. The song contains all the tones of the octave except

the fifth and is melodic in structure.

J.- 100

No. 56. Social Song (b)

Recorded by Bob Geokge

(Catalog No. 1675)

I'^^hi rrĵ i i^lTw \ c:̂ ^2mdr^ ,̂nrp^ \

Analysis.—Several renditions of this song were recorded and show no differ-

ences. The melody is characterized by a variety of ascending intervals, four
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sorts of upward progressions occurring, while the descending intervals consist

of minor thirds and whole tones. It is a pleasing melody, major in tonality

and containing all the tones of the octave except the seventh.

The next two songs are very old, the singer having learned them
from his father.

No. 57. Social Song (c)

Recorded by Bob Geoege
(Catalog No. 1676)

J = 58

l^^%^J^iMt^f^:.yd%JJj^^^
Fi ne

Analysis.—Attention is directed to the count divisions in the second measure
of this song, which occur with a different accent in the fifth and sixth measures.
The song has no rhythmic unit and it appears there is no rest in the melody
as the singer introduced an eighth rest at a different point in each rendition,
the pause being apparently for taking breath. Many bytones were introduced
but cannot be shown in notation.

No. 58. Social Song (d)

Recorded by Bon Geobge
(Catalog No. 1677)

ii^rrrr n.r rrnr p.n^rrrr

f^vrfi^^ifftiff Oii!ij.7ejjjii!i|.jLi ii

Analysis.—This song is classified in the key of D major although the keynote
occurs only in the second and fifth measures from the close. The tone C sharp
is the most prominent tone in the opening measures and is the highest tone of
the compass. The latter portion of the song is characterized by an unbroken
descent in each phrase. The melody has a compass of 10 tones and contains
all the tones of the octave except the fourth.

SLAHAL GAME SONGS

The phiying of the slahal game is common to many tribes in the
Northwest. The game among the Thompson River Indians is de-
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scribed by James Teit, who states that it is known to the whites

as "lehal." This authority states further, that

—

Many Spences Bridge women used to play it, and had a different song for it

from that of the men. Lower Thompson women seldom or never played this

game. [Teit, 1900, p. 275.]

The implements of the slahal game are two bones, differently

marked, and the action consists in hiding the bones in a player's

hands, the opponents guessing their position. In a small game only

one pair of bones is used, but at Chilliwack, in the game witnessed

by the writer, two pairs of bones were used, each being hidden by
one man. These bones are highly valued by their owners, but one

man consented to lend a pair to be photographed (pi. 7, fig. 2).

Age and long use have yellowed and polished these bones, which

were made from a bone of the hind leg of an ox, the ends tipped

with brass. One bone is decorated with a band midway its length

and was called the male, while the other, with decorations near the

end, was called the female.

The game is played outdoors and the number of players is accord-

ing to the available space, an average number being 34. The players

are divided into two "sides," and kneel on the ground in two lines,

facing each other. A heavy plank is in front of each line of players,

slightly elevated above the ground to give resonance as they pound
upon it with short sticks. When two sets of bones are to be used, a

man in the middle of each line acts as leader of his side and desig-

nates a man toward his right and another toward his left to hide

the bones while the opponents guess their location. After a certain

score has been made, the playing changes sides and those who were

guessing take their turn at hiding the bones. On being requested

by the leader, each man takes a pair of bones and puts his hands

under a coat that lies across his knees while he arranges the bones

to his satisfaction, concealing one in each hand. The two men
then raise their hands in the air and move them rhythmically to and

fro with many gestures, according to individual fancy. Their

companions sing and a majority pound on the plank but, in the

game at Chilliwack, two or three at the end of the line pounded on
drums (pi. 8). In these games the guessing was done by the oppos-

ing leader, seated in the middle of the line, others guessing only by

his permission. It was said that the expression of the face, which,

in some games, may betray the location of a hidden article, did not

form a factor in slahal, but that the guessing "depends on the good
judgment of the guesser," According to this informant, the rela-

tive location of the bones "will go all one way for a while," and skill

depends largely on a study of averages and probabilities, making
success a matter of study rather than skill.
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The guesses are indicated by signals given -with the thumb and

forefinger of the right hand, each signal indicating the location of

both bones in the hands of both players. Only four combinations

are possible, these being (1) with the unhanded bones in the hands

nearest each other, (2) with the unhanded bones in the hands farthest

apart, (3) with the unhanded bones toward the guesser's left hand,

and (4) toward his right. If the guesser decides upon the first com-

bination, he points toward the ground; for the second combination,

he indicates his guess by a spread of thumb and forefinger; and for

the third and fourth, he points to the hand of either player which, in

his opinion, contains the bone without a band. Figure 2 shows tliree

of the possible combinations.

Figure 2.—Sketch showing locations of bones in slahal game.

A slahal game was played every Sunday afternoon at Chilliwack,

extending far into the evening, a huge bonfire giving sufficient light.

Occasionally the game was played in the evening during the week.

The firelight on the rows of swaying, singing men was picturesque,

and, during a portion of the period, the moon was full, shining on

the snow on the mountain tops and the square lines of the camp
buildings, making a background for the scene. A hundred or more
men and women stood behind the players or were grouped in the

vicinity.

The games at Chilliwack were for pleasure, though there was some
betting. Their purpose was "to make the old people happy," and
men who were known to be poor players were allowed to hide the bones
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if they wished to do so. Good feeling prevailed, as people from
widely separated localities joined the game, which they were accus-

tomed to play at home.

The traditional origin of the slahal game was related by Jinmiie

O'Hammon, chief of a band of Squamish Indians living on the

Squamish River. He is known as "Chief Jimmie Jimmie" and his

group is known as O'Hammon's Band (cf. p. 86). He said that slahal

was played before the flood, when all the people spoke the same

language. Only one bone was used at that time and the players

"hugged themselves with their arms" when playing. After the flood,

there still were people who played the game, but many languages were

spoken and the people were "all split up." When Christ came and

changed the people into animals, there were some who were not

changed, and they preserved the game, so it has come down to the

present day. An old song "about Christ changing some of the people

into animals" was recorded, but not transcribed.

The following song is very old and is concerning a man who dreamed

about the slahal bones. The words of the song were said to be about

his dream, but they have been forgotten. The dream may have been

concerning the origin of the game, or it may have been a dream in

which a man was told how he might become a successful player. In

the latter case, the song would be sung by his companions when he

was hiding the bones. (Cf. Densmore, 1913, pp. 210, 212.) The
phonograph record contains the "squeals" of the women as in the

next song.

No. 59. Slahal Game Song (a)

Recorded by Jimmie O'Hammon
(Catalog No. 2028)

Voice J: 84

Drum Jc84
See drum rhythm below

..^u iju..-r' ff .'f^V^ff' -t-' m ^fTm^m^ -rr-r-f-m-^
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song recorded at Chilliwack. The rhythm of voice and drum were steadily

maintained in all the renditions. The melodic progressions are all major sec-

onds except the two minor thirds at the close of the song. In rhythmic structure,

the song consists of five periods, each containing two measures. The ascent

to the closing tone carries the melody forward to its repetitions.

Concerning the next song, the singer said it was used "before Christ

changed some of the people into animals." He said his stepfather

sang it to him when he was a child. There are sounds on the phono-

graph record that were said to be "the squeals of the women when a

score stick was thrown." It is not unusual for Indians to record the

sounds that are incident to the singing of a song, when they record

the melody.

No. 60. Slahal Game Song (b)

(Catalog No. 2023)

Recorded by Jimmie O'Hammon

Voice J r 126

Drum J zl26

Drum_rhythm similar to No. 11

-^)^L li r * 1^ y 1

— ^' r y
-* ^

ff y l-fa;
— ^-^-— " ^ y
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No. 61. Slahal Game Song (c)

Recorded by Ottee Biulee

Voice J = 56

Drum J r 56

Drum rhythm similar to No. 1

1

^̂ hi\hf^-^^

Analysis.—This song is characterized by a slow tempo and rapid drum. The
singer's voice is low in range and the song begins and ends on tlie keynote, which

is the lowest tone of its compass. The ascending and descending intervals are

the same in both number and size, each group consisting of two minor thirds

and three major seconds. No change of measure length occurs in the melody,

this peculiarity, together with the prominence of the keynote, giving a steadi-

ness to the song which would assist its use with the game.

No. 62. Slakal Game Song (d)

Recorded by Otter Billie

(Catalog No. 2053)

Voice J ; 56

Drum J r 516

Drum rhythm similar to No.l
_^_^
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The singer of the next song is from the Sliamon Reserve on Powell

River.

No. 65. Slahal Game Song (g)

(Catalog No. 1671)

Recorded by Bob Ge»bge

J r 69 --.. -^

.n\i f^irxxfir nffl'ir ^m' c^u ^
MhJ !T]

\ }i 3 j^ J
I r^*0<Q4wp

iieti -J^ThfjM-J J 1 1^ al ^ J - J H^ - iJifc^^

^ p «'a*ig
ctJ' lr'7m'[£fl-'-'pM^7^^ ^
jIljj.'-JJJJ

i
J { |«QiJJ^|J. ilj ^

Ajialysis.—This interesting melody contains the tones of the second (minor)

5-toned scale.* The intonation was excellent, and drum and voice coincided

throughout the performance. Like many other songs recorded from this lo-

cality, the melody moves freely, having a large number of progressions and
being lyric in character. This may be due to the influence of the Roman
Catholic Church with its tuneful melodies, although missions of this Church have
been present in tribes which did not have these fluent melodies. It is interesting

to note that the songs here presented are the first songs recorded by Indians who
live beside large rivers.

The next song was sung after a slahal game, but could be sung at
any time.

' The 5-toned scales considered in these analyses are the five pentatouic scales according
to Helmholtz (1885, p. 269), described by him as follows:

"1. The First Scale, without Third or Seventh (sequence of tones G, A, C, D, E).
"2. The Second Scale, without Second or Sixth (sequence of tones A, C, D, E, G)

.

"3. The Third Scale, without Third and Sixth (sequence of tones D, E, G, A, C).
"4. The Fourth Scale, without Fourth or Seventh (sequence of tones C, D, E, G, A).
"5. The Fifth Scale, without Second and Fifth (sequences of tones E, G, A, C, D)."
See also Densmore, 1918, p. 7.
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No. 66. Song of Pleasure

Recorded by Tasalt

(Catalog No. 2038)

J.-= 66

^yir n^^tHt^pvi
l

jr-A^
s si • a3W ' m I^\ d \ ai .miaiV <H-7s-#-

Analysis.—The melodic plan of this song is simple. It begins on the

octave, ends on the keynote, and gives prominence to the third and fifth above

the keynote. It is, however, classified as melodic with harmonic framework

because of the accented F in the third measure. A dotted eighth followed by a

sixteenth note is a frequent count division but the song contains no phrase

which can be designated as a rhythmic unit. The descending fourth is a

particularly prominent interval and gives liveliness to the melody. The tone

material is the fourth (major) 5-toned scale and the trend of the melody is

steadily downward.

GAMBLING SONGS

Two gambling songs composed by Indians living on the Thompson
River were recorded, though the game with which they were used

was not designated. The singer of the next song lives at Boothroyd,

a town on the Eraser River, and recorded only this song and one
other (p. 94).

No. 67. Gambling Song (a)

(Catalog No. 2058)

Recorded by Annie Bolem

JrlOO

Analysis.—The uncertainty of intonation by this singer made the song

difficult to transcribe until a delicate adjustment of the speed of the phonograph
gave the present alinement of intervals. An effort was made to preserve the

song because it is a valuable example of interrupted rhythm. The purpose of the

song was to baffle and confuse the opponents, for which the rhythm is admirably
adapted. The only tones are the keynote and its second, third, and fourth.

Whole tones comprise 14 of the 18 progressions.
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No. 68. Gambling Song (b)

(Catalog No. 2063)

Recorded by JtnLiA Chaelie

1^ J=96
I

lir^UJi^lJUg S^II

Analysis.—^This melody progresses with unusual freedom and alternation of

ascent and descent. The characteristic progression is a descending whole tone

which comprises more than half the intervals. Rests occur frequently in the

song, dividing it into short phrases, yet the rhythmic unit comprises five meas-

ures. The song contains no change of measure length. A slight change of

rhythm occurs in the third period, a peculiarity frequently noted in Indian songs.

CANOE SONGS

Among the most characteristic songs recorded at Chilliwack are

those that were sung when paddling the canoes. It was said that 10

or 15 persons often went in a canoe and that everyone sang. The
words of the first song were said to be "Roman Catholic," and the

songs were sung "when taking the priest from place to place."

In these charming songs we feel the rhythm of the canoe moving

through deep but quiet waters. Around is the magnificence of the

mountains and we seem to see the wonderful lights and shadows of

the far north. The songs are happy and .^.uggest safety. These In-

dians living on Powell River did not encounter the storms that beat

upon the land of the Clayoquot, on the west coast of Vancouver

Island. The river was a highway and they sang as they paddled their

canoes from one villase to another.

63

No. 69. Canoe Song (a)

Recorded by Bob Geobge

.^ (i) (2)

(Catalog No. 1665)

mirtr^\\:[Jl£ fi i fr^jir vSW¥W

^W (1) ^^
r

-nf^r r.r_r i r; rrtM^rj'j^ir;[j[rvFrii
435660—13-
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Analysis.—The peculiar rhythmic effect of this song is partially due to the

continuous double time, the character of the two rhythmic units, and the decided

accents on the first of the measures in which the units do not occur. The units

are alilie except that in one the complete measure is preceded by a tone and in

the other is followed by a tone, thus giving a swaying effect. The thirty-second

rests were followed by an unaccented tone too short for transcription, on which

the syllable ki was sung, the syllable a following on the accented tone. This

melody is harmonic in structure and the tempo is slow. It was sung with a

sustained tone and good intonation. Two renditions were recorded, each being

once repeated.

No. 70. Canoe Song (b)

Recorded by Bob Geoege

63 (1)

1 T
<il

(Catalog No. 1666)

(2)

W jljt j-fL^l } y P l^ ^t

(3) (1)
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No. 71. Canoe Song (c)

Recorded by Johnson
(Catalog No. 1682)

84

'>'r:irp\r^nf ri' \\ '!'r[j\i'H^ri^̂

m tjT^ rTr -'-f\r cnr icj

FCEtm ^pfff
^#=iS

Free translation.— (First rendition.) There Is rock where tbey are hammering a copper

hiatsk. (Second rendition.) Nobody invited me. I am in a foggy place (confused and

do not know where to go).

Analysis.—^The structure of this melody resembles those recorded at Neah

Bay and is different from other songs in this group and from songs of the

Indians living at Powell River. It has a compass of four tones, comprising a

keynote with the tone below and two tones above it. The tone E, regarded

as the keynote, occurs in more than half the measures and is usually on an

accented count. Ascending and descending intervals are about equal in number

and the song contains only one interval (a minor third) that is larger than a

whole tone.

STORIES AND THEIR SONGS

Henry Haldane (pi. 9, fig. 1), who related the first of these stories,

lives at Port Simpson. He said that his grandfather's generation

lived at Kitknont and his father's at Katsala. He prefaced the story

with the statement that thousands of years ago, when the flood came,

his ancestors got into their canoe and drifted until the waters sub-

sided; then they found themselves on Queen Charlotte's Islands.

They camped near Skiddegate, on a place that now belongs to the

Haida. They knew they were far from their former home, and so

decided to stay there. They married the Haida and the party

increased in numbers.

At one time a young boy of his father's people went trout fishing

in a creek. They went up a creek and all fished. The boy was the

chief's son. All the others in the party caught plenty of fish, but he

could not get any, so he went down to the camp and cooked their

trout. The boy sat down with the others and they gave him a trout

on a plate. A frog jumped on the trout and the boy threw the frog

away. As he was about to eat his trout, the frog jumped back again

on his plate and, in anger, he threw the frog into the fire. He went

to bed, and early next morning they started for home. While he was
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pulling hard at his oar, he heard a woman on the shore call, "Hey,

take me in. I want to go with you." He looked and saw an old

woman with a stick.

The boy said to his companions, "No, pull ahead." The old woman
followed along the shore^ but the boys would not take her in. Then
she said, "See here, boys. When you get around that point, one of

you will die in the canoe. So on, one after another will die until

only one will get home. He will tell the tale and then die." It was

said, "The old woman was a frog, and it was her daughter who came

to the young man and wanted to marry him." *

When they passed the point indicated by the old woman, one of

the young men died. This continued as the old woman had pre-

dicted, until only one reached home. He was the 3^oung man on

whose plate the frog had jumped. He told the story and then drop-

ped dead. The next day the people heard a woman coming down
from the mountains. There was a lake behind the village. She

sang and everybody went out to see her, and she cried. Then a fire

came down from heaven and burned all those people. Mr. Haldane
said, "That was why my father's people made this song for the

children. When the old people were feeling good with liquor, my
father took me on his lap and sang this kind of song for me."

No. 72. Song With Story of the Frog Woman
(Catalog No. 1681)

Recorded by Henry Haujane

69

n^yi r-p criEfflffrr^if rTiiifetg^

Free translation.—My brother killed a frog and thereafter the whole village burned to death.
We came from the Haida. We all beloHg to the Haida, therefore my name is Chief Kala
(name of singer's father).

Analysis.—This is a particularly fluent melody lying partly above and partly

below the keynote. It is minor in tonality and progresses by minor thirds

and major seconds, except for two major thirds and one fourth. The whole
tone between the seventh and keynote is interesting, since many songs of minor
tonality give little prominence to the seventh.

An old story was said to be "put into" the following song. A
widow has gone crazy and she tries to sing. In the song she says,

"I don't know where I am going. I am dressed up, but I take off

my fine things and give them to poor orphan girls. You will see

* This sentence does not pertain to the story as related.
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these girls dressed up. You must take a nice feather and wrap it

around me because the fish took me thousands and thousands of

years ago. I don't know where I am going." It is probable this

is contained in the words of the song. The singer is from the

Skeena River region.

No. 73. "Wrap a Feather Around Me"
(Catalogue No. 1686)

Recorded by Jane Green

Analjisis.—The sequence of tones occurring most frequently in this song is

the descending sequence B-C sharp-B-G sharp, forming a minor sixth.

This occurs 5 times and the rhythm of the phrase is different in every

occurrence. A triplet of eighth notes occurs in each rhythmic unit, appearing

in the middle of one and at the beginning of the other unit. This highly com-

plex rhythm is a fitting expression of the fragmentary ideas that underlie the

song. The succession of B, B sharp, and C sharp was sung glissando. Such a

sliding of the voice usually occurs in descending progression. The song con-

tains 70 intervals, 34 of vphich are minor thirds and whole tones. An
ascending minor sixth occurs 3 times, which is an unusually large proportion

of this interval.

The story of the man who dragged his body on the rocks in order to

become a successful whaler was obtained among the Makah and holds

an important place in the legends of the northwest coast (Densmore,

1939, p. 57). The singer, a member of the Nitinat tribe, said this was

her father's song, and was sung by the Nitinat when towing a dead

whale.
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No. 74. "I Will Scrape My Body on the Rocks*

(Catalog No. 1709)

Recorded by Annie Tom

^ = 80 ^ .

z'iz

yBi. r/Pv r I r ,.m^m^^j^rxt-^̂

^^M^vrirn.prif i i

r^rn^rf^^f-ff^
Free translation.—I will scrape my body on the rocks because I want to get a whale.

Analysis.—This peculiar melody lies chiefly within a compass of a minor third.

It contains no rhythmic imit, but each phrase contains an ascending followed

by a descending trend. The progressions are unusual and comprise 4 fourths,

2 minor thirds, 12 whole tones, and 10 semitones. The transcription is from the

first rendition, the intonation on C natural being less clear in the later renditions.

The following story was told to little children : One day a chief was

walking on the beach with his little boy. They saw a big whale which

had been killed and was lying on the sand. The chief made a hole

through the tail, and said, "Little boy, you had better jump through

that hole." The song was sung in connection with the story, but the

exact connection was not explained.
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No. 75. The Little Boy and the Whale

Recorded by Jake Geoege

Voice J ;; 88

Drum J r 88

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

A^'kncTirrrm^r r ir rrrcrft^^
•nurr^rii^rr;ir i r> ii-rnrr i>^rrerrF:/p

^fc. » I* 1 r I**!- P'yifi If^j^i^a^lii^PIP'hrnu ^g rrrrmtiw^

^%^fl^B^Pi??fF^^
nxrrtmmrtfTit^^
.^>b ficf^^irrir iB^ffirrrpTiiif^^^^^ s^̂B

Analysis.—This is a pleasing melody consisting of the tones F, G, and A, with
one occurrence of B natural. The tone F is clearly the fundamental and the

signature of the transcription is that of the key of F major. This signature is

only for convenience of observation, the tone material being that of the key of C.

In this instance the notation shows, in the simplest possible manner, the pitch

and aflSliation of the tones sung by the Indian, but does not carry the full sig-

nificance in musical usage. Attention is directed to the ascending sequence of

three whole tones, occurring about midway through the melody. Such a sequence

is rare in recorded Indian songs. The progressions comprise 36 whole tones

in ascending and the same nimaber in descending order.

Among the Nitinat, as among the Makah and Clayoquot, the old

women have a pleasant custom of going to a house and singing in honor
of infants or little children, their songs being rewarded with food or
gifts (Densmore, 1939, p. 215) . Such songs usually represent the child

as engaged in the actitivies of an adult, or praise its appearance.
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No. 76. Song to a Little Girl

Recorded by Annie Tom

[Bdlu 136

(Catalog No. 1714)

Voice J : 88

Drum J r 88

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

?»%^+^--%^-t£|f T
i

trcr
iitfrrT%i

nk 1 '^^^^ ^ 11
{ ^^wi C/?

II j? r ^A

'rhf^ tfcT i

f \TTm frr ir ?r
i r r mi m r rii

Fine.

Free translation.—Dear little girl, did you have a small face?

Analysis.—The framework of the first and second phrases in this song is a

minor triad and minor seventh, and the trend of each phrase is upward, then

downward. The principal interval is a whole tone. Five renditions were recorded,

and in each rendition a descending glissando occurred near ihe close of the song,

while the descending fourth, which constitutes the final interval, was sung without

a glissando.

A song to put a child to sleep was recorded by a woman from Church

House, on the Homalko Reserve. The words consisted of the admoni-

tion, "Go to sleep, go to sleep."

No. 77. Lullaby

Recorded by Sophie Wilson
(Catalog No. 1680)

58

i AM>,vrr i

f|f|fr
i rH ri

i}ifWnifr

.^,i,>,.i r cnfi^fir

)

i
i^rEEeeTM:^
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Analysis.—This melody consists of glissaudo ptirases alternating with rapidly

enunciated tones. It is impossible to indicate the progress of the glissando by

ordinary notation, but the pitch of the highest and lowest tones were clearly sung.

The tempo was maintained throughout several renditions.

LOVE SONGS

Dennis Peters, who lives on the Fraser River, recorded two songs

of this class, both expressing the gentle loneliness which characterizes

many Indian love songs. The first of the group was said to be the

song of a woman who was separated from her husband and "made up

a sons: about him."

No. 78. "I Wish I were a Cloud'

Recorded by Dennis Petebs

(Catalog No. 2044)

1*^ rfrp»P iiirpcrer [-j.|pv
p

i
JHiir[^^

Free translation.—I wish I were a cloud so I could stay always in the air and see my
husband all the time.

Analysis.—A peculiarity of this song is the prominence of D, the tone above

the keynote. An appealing quality is given by the ascending glissando in the

first measure and by the five ascending fourths, while the drooping trend of the

last seven measures suggests the depression implied in the words.

A different type of melody is presented in the next song, the words

of which are summarized in the title.

No. 79. "All My Sweethearts Are Gone Except One"
(Catalog No. 2045)

Recorded by Dennis Peiees

Voice J = 69

^^m ^sm

Analysts.—This pleasing melody has a compass of 11 tones, lying partly above

and partly below the keynote. The tone material is that of the fourth 5-toned
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scale. The song consists of three periods, the first and third being designated

as the rhythmic unit while the second differs slightly in rhythm. A resemblance

to the song next preceding is seen in the frequency of ascending fourths and

fifths.

A woman from the Skeena River country recorded the following

song.

No. 80. "I Am Going to Stay at Home"
(Catalog No. 1687)

Recorded by Jane Gbeen

Free translation.—I was of two minds about going with you and now I have made up my
mind to stay at home. I heard what you are doing, that is why I am going to stay at

home.

Analysis.—This song is unusual in the number and variety of its progressions.

The song contains 15 measures and 3 times descends an octave within 3 measures.

Eleven sorts of intervals occur, 6 being in ascending and 5 in descending

progression. The song is major in tonality and contains all the tones of the

octave except the seventh. The rhythmic unit is simple and is preceded and

followed by various rhythms which are not repeated. This is interesting in

view of the words. The melody was not accurately repeated but the essential

rhythms appear in all the renditions.

A love song recorded by Henry Haldane of Port Simpson was

not transcribed. The rendition was preceded by the words, "I am
going to sing a Haida love song," these words being recorded by the

phonograph. The first verse was in the Indian language, and the

words were translated, "O, my heart is broken because I did not see

my girl, so I always cry." The second verse was in Chinook, and

was translated, "Show me your kindness. Give me a drink and I

will do the same for you in return." The singer said, "the Hudson's

Bay people came among these Indians in 1862 and brought the

Chinook." This suggests that the Chinook words may have been

added to an older, native song.

The two songs next following are from the Nass River region.
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No. 81. "She Is Glad to See Him"

Recorded by Elt^n Stevens

3

(Catalog No. 1688)

I^\y^
I IP

I n.7n^p 8rn'm^ ^ '^m^

Free translation.—She has been trying to see her sweetheart for a long time and is glad to

see him.

Analysis.—Two renditions of tliis song were transcribed, the first rendition

being here presented. The tone material is the same in the two renditions, but

the first has the larger compass, using C in the upper as well as the lower

octave. Successive renditions showed similar unimportant differences. Shrill

cries were interpolated at the close of the ninth measure. The intervals are

larger than in a majority of the British Columbian songs.

No. 82. "Give Me a Bottle of Rum"

Recorded by Ellen Stevens

J : 104

(1)

(Catalog No. 1689)

(2)

^̂ ^-:M41;Hj2j\^ ^\ J =^ \\i JTj3:,SJ

m I I

—

m^r^ ^
(2)

feS f4—

g

^ U
I I I^^id ** «[

^^ iy^yj^ i j j-jii-iiijj.ji^ i

^
Free translation.—When she got a sweetheart he offered her a drink and she said she wanted

rum. U you want to'glve me a drink, give me a bottle of rum.
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Analysis.—The fourth is a rather frequent interval in this melody, the other

progressions being minor thirds and whole tones. The song is minor in tonality,

harmonic in structure and contains all the tones of the octave. Two rhythmic

units occur, separated by slightly different rhythms in their two occurrences.

Beginning with the eighth measure from the close we find a phrase which

suggests the first rhythmic unit.

DIVORCE SONGS

Two songs connected with an old custom of divorce were recorded

by Jane Green from Skeena River, If a woman quarreled with her

husband and was sent away, she gave a dance in about 3 days and

her husband gave a similar dance 3 days after hers. Both spent

much money on these dances and gave many presents. At the woman's

dance about seven women stood in a row, about two arms' lengths

apart, and moved their heads as they danced, while the woman who
had been sent away by her husband stood still in the middle of the

row. The people clapped their hands as they sang the following

song. In explanation of the last portion of the words, it was said,

"We have a story that if I travel and get lost somebody will touch

me when I am almost dead and little mice will take me to a house

and I will put some wool in the fire, and a little old woman will

scrape lots of it under her blanket."

84

No. 83. Divorce Dance Song (a)

Recorded by Jane Green
(Catalog No. 1684)

Free translation.—In a little while. I guess you love me now. I guess you admire me
now. You tiirew me away like sometliing that tasted bad. You treat me as if I were a

rotten fish. My old grandmother is going to take her own dry blackberries and put them
under her blanket.

Analysis.—Certain resemblances occur between this and the song next follow-

ing which is also a divorce song. Both songs begin in double time, have a compass

of about an octave, and end on the keynote, which is the lowest tone of the

compass. This song is in the key of B major, is based on the major triad and

sixth, and contains only one interval larger than a minor third. The ascent

to accented tones, occuring frequently in the first portion, gives a plaintive effect

while the trend of the latter portion is steadily downward, the repeated tones

at the close seeming to express a finality in the singer's mind.

The next song was also sung at a woman's divorce dance.
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No. 84. Divorce Dance Song (b)

Recorded by Jane Gkeen
(Catalog No. 1685)

4 ihi. n
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No. 85. Song to a Spirit in the Fire

Recorded by Jane Geeen

(1) (1> (1)
T I 1 I

—

[BULL. 136

(Catalog No. 1683)

\m ij l

jj
jIJ. Ji|j.i

l J.J'll-l nrjWtj^i
^ (2)

T I

r*i jji3 ll3jljMjj:^L^_|^llii_|_[_|

(2) (3) ^^(3)
T rm m

(3) ^
lA^^^^^iijy^g?ljj:r^^iixjij3

/'ree translation.—Who is dead that you feel so badly? I am very ashamed of you, still

you are speaking after you are dead. You speak through the fire. I am not going to

do that myself if I am dead. I am going to take an ax and chop down a tree.

Analysis.—This is a cheerful melody based on the fourth 5-toned scale. The
fourth is a frequent interval, and the minor thirds and whole tones are equal

in number. The song contains three phrases which are indicated as rhythmic

units. A frequent change of measure lengths also gives variety to the rhythm.

The man who recorded the next song is chief of the O'Hammon
Band of Indians living on the Squamish River. His name is the

same as that of the band of Indians and was given as O'Hammon,
O'Hammond, and O'Hammel, the first form being given on the best

authority and used in the present paper. He is commonly called

"Chief Jimmie Jimmie." The next song is concerning an Indian

prophet named Skilmaha who lived in the vicinity of Hope about

a century ago, "before the coming of the white man." This prophet

foretold the coming of a different people and had many followers.

It is probable that reference is made to Smoholla, the Dreamer of

the Columbia River region, whose influence extended widely in Wash-
ington and Oregon and undoubtedly spread toward the north

(Mooney, 1896, pt. 2, pp. 731-745). Smoholla was born in 1815

or 1820 (Mooney, 1896, pt. 2, p. 717) and the religion which he

founded is described as "a system based on the primitive aboriginal

mythology and usage, with an elaborate ritual which combined with

the genuine Indian features much of what he had seen and remem-
bered of Catholic ceremonial parade, with perhaps some additions

from Mormon forms" (Mooney, 1896, pt. 2, p. 719).
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No description of the teachings of Skilmaha was obtained, but it

was said that he was subject to trances of a cataleptic nature. It

appears that his power is challenged in the following song. The
words show a knowledge of the Old Testament, contradicting the

statement of the Indians that Skilmaha lived before the coming of

the white man.

J =

No. 86. Song Concerning the Prophet Skilmaha

(Catalog No. 2021)

Recorded by Jimmie O'Hammon

63

-^hi^^\UTiUI^jm^ î

^ [;jir.7r i

r.. r-p-^i t:,rT^
" » 1^

Free translation.—I would believe you if you would destroy us by fire.

Analysis.—The tone material of this melody is the key of E major and the song

ends on the tone above the keynote (cf. Nos. 87 and 97). Its repetitions difEer

somewhat in note values, the song api)earing to have more than one set of

words, which affects the duration of tones. One half the progressions are

whole tones.

The Indians of the Fraser River region terminate the period of

mourning for the dead in a ceremonial manner. This custom was
witnessed by the writer among the Chippewa and Menominee, and

described among the Yuma and Cocopa Indians. (See Densmore,

1913, pp. 153-162 ; 1932, pp. 163, 164; 1932 a, pp. 73-85.) The follow-

ing song was used at such a ceremony in British Columbia and

belonged to the brother of a man who was drowned. It was called

a "crying song."

Jr56

No. 87. Song with Termination of Mourning
(Catalog No. 2027)

Recorded by Jimmie O'Hammon

m—^
Wi.!j ii:r r/ir tr^^ '"^^ £

,'^b'u uiiam ^ 3^ 9-

Free translation.—I will cry as I walk and look up at tbe sky.
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Analysis.—The tempo of this song is slow and it was sung with the wailing

tone used by Indians in songs of sorrow. The tone material is that of a major

scale, ending on the tone above the keynote (cf. Nos. 86 and 97). Except for

one ascending fifth, the melody progresses by minor thirds and whole tones.

The singer said that, when a child, he heard his father sing the

next song. He said that "a man went to the salt water to hunt seal and

he saw a seal swimming and heard it sing this song," This is the

first song attributed to a seal which has been recorded by the writer,

though special inquiry has been made for such songs.

No. 88. Song of a Seal

Recorded by Bob George

(Catalog No. 1670)

Analysis.—This song contains only the tones of the minor triad and seventh,

the latter occurring only as next to the last tone. The transcription is from

the first rendition, the subsequent renditions using the same tones and having

the same general rhythm, but showing some difference in the order of the phrases.

The song consists of two periods of five measures each. Rests occur in these

periods, but the rhythmic feeling is carried forward to the end of the phrase.

The preparations for hunting a shark were the same as for hunting

whale. (For other songs of this class, see Densmore, 1939.) The
weapon used was a spear with a long line, and 8 or 10 canoes joined

in the hunt. The shark was killed for its oil, the fat being boiled

to secure the oil, which was put in the skin of a seal as a container.

No. 89. Song of a Shark Hunter

Recorded by Wilson Williams
(Catalog No. 2062)

Voice J : 120

Drum J r 120

Drum rhythm similar to No. 11

PiFrf^irpir ^P i r ir vi?

^h\rn--^ irrmrp
i rvrir-p i r-^P i f^^isfl

Analysis.—The repetition of the phrases in this song is an example of varia-

tion in renditions. The song was first sung as transcribed, then the last phrase

was sung twice, the first phrase twice, the second phrase five times, and the first
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phrase twice, the performance being concluded by the end of the phonogriiyh

cylinder. Thus there appeared to be no definite number for tlie repetitiun.s of

each phrase. A mannerism which cannot be transcribed coni^isted in the vise

of a very short, unaccented tone before each accented tone. The song contains

no change of measure length and its chief interest lies in its use and in its

simple rhythm.

The man who recorded the next song seems to have a remarkable

fluency in expressing himself through music. He said that lie once

shot and wounded a mountain goat and could not reach tlie animal,

though he tried as hard as he could. That night he tliought of the

suffering animal and made up this song in which he seems to feel its

pain in his own body.

No. 90. Song of a Hunter
(Cuttilog No. 2030)

Recorded by Jimmie O'Hammon

Voice J : 126

Drum J : 126

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

Wm * ^^
n r T r

^*>tt)^i^jf-f-f If'
^ Ir r riflr i• » • <><) ^ ^-o-

Free translation.—It hurts where he was shot.

\Analysis.—This song is so short that the phonograph cylinder contains many
repetitions, without intervening pauses. The rhythmic structure consists of

five periods of equal length and the same rhythm, as though a single idea re-

peated itself in the singer's mind. This is further suggested by the repeated

notes with which each phrase begins. The song has a compass of nine tones

and contains all the tones of the octave except the fourth.

The rhythm and action of walking, as an inspiration to musical

composition, has not previously been noted, but Jimmie O'Hammon
said that songs came to him as he "was walking along." (Cf. Dens-

more, 1939, p. 268.) The next song has no definite use but came to

the singer as he walked and was happy.

435660—43-
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No. 91. Song of Happiness

Recorded by Jimmie O'Hammon

[Bull. 136

(Catalog No. 2029)

: 54

mhHr^

mfw^f=^i iats

Analysis.—This is a singularly calm and cheerful melody, with a strong Indi-

viduality. Quadruple measures seldom occur in Indian songs, but there is no
secondary accent in the measures thus transcribed in this melody. The tones
are those of the fourth 5-toned scale and the song has a compass of 10 tones with
a strongly descending trend. Except for 1 interval, the progressions are whole
tones and minor thirds.

Pleasant thoughts, as well as the motion of walking, inspired the

next song, which is concerning a dream of going to Ottawa.

J.-,

No. 92. Dream of Going to Ottawa

Recorded by Jimmie O'Hammon
(Catalog No. 2025)

00
T-

-^i-i'-'i - r.r|f iTrJ ^̂^^^^if^^-^^^^

^V' rrru^i ii^^%a^'^i^^ii'i^^Mf%ii

•niirrrnriirrirrr icrr r irncrcrir^^^
Analysis.—The first part of this song, containing the rhythmic unit, is in the

upper part of the compass, while the second part, in the lower register, is more
determined in rhythm but contains no rhythmic unit. The song has a compass
of nine tones and is based on the fourth 5-toned scale.

The singer of this and the song next following is Mrs. Sophie
Wilson (pi. 9, fig. 2), who lives at Church House on the Homalco
Keserve, north of Butte Inlet. She also recorded a lullaby (No. 77).

This is said to be a very old song, the meaning of the words being

indicated in the title.
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No. 93. "I Wish I Was in Butte Inlet"

Recorded by Sophie Wilson

J:r 76 (1)

^^
(Catalog No. 1678)

(1)

r

^^ff
i
f

iffir iP^h^
(2)

1
1

—

(2)

^^^^^^^^m ^p>
Analysis.—^The prominence of ascending intervals, especially in the opening

measures, seems to express a yearning, though it is not claimed that the Indian

form of expression is similar to that of the white race. The song contains

three sorts of ascending and only two sorts of descending intervals. The keynote

(A flat) occurs only twice, and one of these occurrences is on the last count

of a measure. Attention is directed to a comparison between the rhythmic units,

a quarter note being unaccented in the first and accented in the second unit.

There is an interesting determination in the rhythm of the closing measures.

Many Indians living on the west coast of British Columbia are

employed in the salmon canneries. It appears that the present singer

has been a traveler, and it is probable that she has been thus employed.

She has pleasant memories of several towns, and also mentions her

home. Church House, among the "happy places."

J =

No. 94. Song of a Traveler

Recorded by Sophie Wilson
(Catalog No. 1679)

88

^^,f !f'£f if T r r
ii^ rj- rr-

i
Pg

3^ b

a

riji^pr py\ix^^\^'^1»-i^

n p y^r p V
9—f^

Free translation.—Ridden Cannery is a happy place, they have electric lights ; Swell Cove
is a happy place, and Tabishin and Church House.

Analysis.—This song was recorded on two entire cylinders, the melody being

the same throughout the performance. As first recorded, the melody was said

to be a "wihsky song," the words here presented being sung with the second

rendition. The song has a compass of 11 tones and is based on the first 5-toned

scale in which the third and seventh above the keynote are absent. Thirty

of the thirty-four intervals are whole tones and minor thirds.
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The next was said to be a "general song" addressed by a man to

his niece whose hair was long and handsome. This is the only song

recorded by this singer.

No. 95. "Your Pretty Hair"

Kecorded by Julia Malwee
(Catalog No. 2060)

m :M.

^ ^ m I If

Ij-J l' ^^ J.

J

Free translation.—There is nothing that I wish more than your pretty hair, my niece.

Analysis.—The principal part of this melody Is on the upper tones of its

compass, which is unusual. The descending trend is gradual and the lowest

tone occurs only in the final measures. Except for one ascending fifth, the

intervals are minor thirds and whole tones. The tone material is the fourth

(major) 5-toned (Gaelic) scale and the melody, though strongly individual,

suggests the influence of Scotch or Irish melodies.

Next is presented the song of a woman "who longed for happiness,

but could not be happy without whiskey."
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No. 96. A Woman's Song

Recorded by Dennis Petebs

Voice J : 60

Drum J r 60

Drum rhythm similar to No. 14

-^i-,>'i ) vFf4|tf-^Lft/ii:rr-fe

^m<» • (gp

^3""

^ '

jgi

7 £

^ yp|f ff/if f|f frr:
|| p r i

Analysis.—There is an appealing quality in the ascending and descending

fourths with which this song opens. A similar song recorded among the Chip-

pewa (Densmore, 1910, No. 137) contains the words "I do not care for you
any more." The latter portion of this melody is based on the tonic triad with

the fifth as its lowest tone, the song ascending and descending on these tones.

With two exceptions the intervals are fourths and whole tones.

Tliere is an element of humor in the next song, which was said

to be very old. It is the song of a man, left at home alone, who sings

about his wife and wishes she would return.
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Voice J : 72
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No. 97. Song of a Man Alone at Home

Recorded by Jimmie O'Hammon

[Bdll. 136

(Catalog No. 2022)

1st rendition
-ft

2nd rendition

rTiiirrpQjer ^n^^ i pmm
Free translation.—Don't be away too long. Don't stay away if you are not doing anything.

Analysis.—This is a whimsical melody with an asceut of a major sixth In

its first two progressions and an almost equal number of ascending and descend-

ing intervals. Slight differences occur in the renditions, two of which are tran-

scribed. It is interesting to note a teasing quality, which seems to increase

during the performance. The song contains the tones of a major scale ending

on the tone above the keynote (cf. Nos. 86 and 87).

The next song was said to have been composed at Kamloops, British

Columbia, and to be sung by Indian cowboys when riding the range.

No. 98. Indian Cowboy Song

Recorded by Annie Borj:M

(Catalog No. 2059)

J = 96
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Analysis.—Six consecutive renditions of this song were recorded, the first

half of the performance showing a steady rise in pitch. The first rendition

began on E flat, the second ended on F natural, and the fourth rendition began

on F sharp, this pitch level being continued to the end of the performance.

A rise in pitch level has been noted in Indian songs containing a sudden change

in register, this occurring chiefly in Pueblo songs. (Cf. Densmore, 1938, pp.

182-183.) The latter portion of this song is in the lower portion of its com-

pass, which necessitates an ascent of an octave to the first tone of the repetition.

This may explain the singer's laclv of ability to maintain the level of pitch.

The dotted quarter note (B flat) occurring about midway through the melody

gives vigor to the rhythm. With one exception the phrases have a descending

trend. The low range of voice is often found among Indian women.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES

The following information was supplied by Dennis Peters:

If a girl comes to maturity in July, the headman comes, cooks a

salmon, and gives her a little. If this is not done, the salmon go away.

A girl dreamed that she was fishing. She put down her hook twice

without success, and the third time she felt something heavy. The
lake was clear and deep. She drew up her line and when the object

was about 10 feet below the surface she saw it was the shape of a

head. She pulled it up, and it was the wooden mask worn later by

the headman when he presided at weddings and important events.

The masks were all made like this, and were worn with the open mouth

on a level with the wearer's eyes.

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES

These songs were recorded by men and women from widely sep-

arated localities and the songs are of many types. For that reason

a summary must concern itself with varied characteristics, not with

a single pattern peculiar to a region.

Four patterns of melodic structure have been observed in more

than 2,500 Indian songs, recorded by the present writer. These are

(1) a formation on the simplest overtones of a fundamental, generally

called a triad formation, (2) a formation based on the interval of

a fourth, (3) a typical folk-song structure which will be described,

and (4) a period formation. The fourth pattern does not occur in

the present series of songs and the first is not prominent. The second

pattern of melody has been connected, in certain tribes, with songs

of men, birds, or animals in motion, especially with songs concerning

birds (cf. Densmore, 1913, pp. 99-101). In many instances, this pat-

tern consists of ascending and descending intervals of a fourth; in

others we find an incomplete tetrachord to which the term "tetratone"

has been applied (see p. 18) ;' and in still others we find a complete

tetrachord, with the semitone variously placed. This formation was

noted with special frequency among the Nootka and Quileute songs re-

corded at Neah Bay, Wash. Thirty songs in a total of 210 contained
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this formation, and a list of the titles and uses of these songs does

not connect them with the idea of motion nor with birds and animals.

It appears as a distinct form. In this connection, it is interesting to

note that the tetrachord was the basis of the musical theory of ancient

Greece, the term meaning specifically the four strings of the lyre. The
outer strings were always tuned to a perfect fourth, an interval ex-

pressed by the Greeks, as in modern times, by the acoustic ratio 3 to

4. The inner strings were tuned in a variety of relations to each

other and to the outer strings. The musical theory of Europe since

the seventeenth century has been based on the triad, in which the

interval between the outer tones is a perfect fifth, expressed by the

ratio 2 to 3.

In the songs under present analysis there are instances in which

the tetrachord is complete, as in No. 27; instances in which it is in-

complete, as in No. 13; and songs in which the fourth is prominent

in the framework of the melody, without intermediate tones of suffi-

cient frequency to suggest an incomplete tetrachord, as in Nos. 28,

35, 53, 66, and 79. In songs with this formation the relation of the

tones to a keynote is not always clear, showing this to be a distinct

type of melody formation.

Mention has been made of the triad formation as occurring infre-

quently in the present series of songs. Two instances of this forma-

tion are Nos. 88 and 90. Special attention is directed to a peculiar

pattern of melody in which a keynote is clearly implied, but the song

ends on the tone above the keynote, preceded by the keynote. This

occurs in Nos. 86, 87, and 97. This has been found in only 9 songs

in a total of 1,553 under cumulative analyses (Densmore, 1939), 8 of

the number being recorded at Neah Bay, and the ninth being a dance

song of the Cocopa Indians on the Mexican border. The three songs

in the present series having this ending were recorded by Jimmie
O'Hammon. No. 86 is concerning the prophet Skilmaha, No. 97 is

a whimsical song of a man left alone at home, and No. 87 is a song

of the formal termination of the period of mourning for the dead,

a custom observed among the Cocopa and Yuma (cf. Densmore, 1932,

pp. 41-100). The songs with this ending recorded at Neah Bay com-

prised the following : Five Makah songs of the Potlatch and the Klo-

kali dance, and one Makah song of a man who stayed at home from
war, this being the same whimsical type of song as No. 97 in the present

series. One of the Neah Bay songs with this ending was a Clayoquot

song to quiet the waves of the sea, and another was a Quileute song

used in treating the sick. It will be noted that five are songs of

dances in which foreign influence might be embodied, and two are

songs of supposedly magic power, which was frequently attributed

to strangers. The visit of "Spaniards" to Neah Bay has been noted

(Densmore, 1939, p. 7) , and the occurrence of these slight coincidences
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in musical form becomes significant, especially as the high vocal

drone was observed among the Papago of southern Arizona and the

Quileute, near Neah Bay. (Cf . Densmore, 1929, p. 14 ; 1939, pp. 25-26.

)

The typical folk-song structure, indicated as the third form of

structure in Indian songs, is described as follows by A. H. Fox-

Strangways, the eminent English authority on this subject, in an

article chiefly concerning English folk song. He states,

the folk singer has not only no harmony (in the sense of other notes than the

melody), but no feeling for it . . . His "harmony" is in the tune itself; one

note of the tune has an affinity for (or an antipathy to) some other; connections

are thus formed, and structure is made possible. Shortly, the folk-songster is

satisfied with aflinity between notes, where we must have consonance clinching

what is past and prophesying what is to come. The nucleus of his scale is

three notes a tone apart (F, G, A, for instance) which have this affinity; above

and below this are two outliers, C, D, which also have it ; beyond those five he

takes notes tentatively. [Fox-Strangways, 1935.]

Without pursuing this subject further, we note the preference for

whole tone progressions in the fact that, in the cumulative analysis

of 1,343 songs, 41 percent of the progressions were whole tones and

4 percent were semitones. This table of analysis was not extended to

the Nootka and Quileute songs, as the uniformity of percentages in

various tribes appeared to establish the melodic feature under con-

sideration. This stepping from tone to an adjacent tone is distributed

all through Indian melodies and is not a striking contrast to our own
usage. It becomes evident as a phase of melodic structure, however,

when it is unusually prominent, and this was first observed in songs

recorded at Neah Bay. In previous songs it had been shown chiefly

in songs with a compass of three tones which formed only 4 percent

of 1,553 melodies. At Neah Bay this type of melody was a character-

istic of the material, in many of these songs the compass being only

three tones with the middle tone as the most prominent. The singer

appeared to feel that the middle tone was the basis of his melody, step-

ping thence to the adjacent tone above and below. Two instances of

this in the present series are Nos. 9 and 71, the first being an appeal to

certain animals by a doctor when treating the sick, and the second

being the song of a man in a "foggy place," confused and uncertain

where to go. No. 49 consists of the two intervals of a whole tone

each, F sharp-G sharp and B-C sharp. Several songs of the present

series end with two whole-tone progressions descending to the key-

note. Two songs (Nos. 71 and 75) consist of the three tones, the

keynote, its second, and third (major tonality), with one additional

tone, the former containing the semitone below, and the latter con-

taining a whole tone above this series. One song. No. 70, contains only

the keynote and its major second and major third. These melodies

resemble certain dancing songs of the Cocopa (cf. Densmore, 1932,

Songs Nos. 116-119).
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The Indians of British Columbia have been in contact with people

from Scotland for many generations and No. 95 suggests Scotch in-

fluence. These songs have not been tabulated with reference to the

fourth and second 5-toned scales, often designated as the Gaelic scales.

A downward glissando at the end of the song, frequently noted at

Neah Bay, appears in No. 44.

An interesting phase of rhythm occurs in Nos. 1 and 42. These

songs are felt to be in double rhythm and are transcribed in 2-4 time,

yet the stress is equal on the first and second counts of the measure in

the larger part of the melody. Transcriptions of Indian songs are

divided into measures according to the accented tones, yet the accents

in Indian singing are not always emphatic. The uneven measure

lengths in Indian songs do not represent a jerky, heavy emphasis on

certain tones. There is a rhythm of the melody as a whole which is

apparent to a student, hearing the phonograph record over and over

many times. This is subtle and constitutes a large part of the charm

of the song. The uneven lengths of separate measures should be rec-

ognized as part of the larger rhythm of the melody as a whole.

The accompanying drum is usually in a steady meter throughout

an Indian song. Thus the metronome indication and the rhythm indi-

cation at the beginning of a transcription are understood to be main-

tained during the entire performance. When an important difference

appears it is generally transcribed with the drum on a separate staff.

This occurs in Nos. 29, 30, and 31 in the present series. These are war

songs. An irregular drumbeat was transcribed with 6 songs recorded

at Neah Bay, these comprising 1 dream song, 1 song of the Homatsa

dance, and 4 songs of the Klukluwatk dance. One song of the north-

ern Ute, a Turkey dance song, was thus transcribed (cf. Densmore,

1922, No. 30). Among the Yuma and Cocopa Indians, 14 songs were

thus transcribed. These comprised, among the Yuma, 8 songs of the

Deer dance, 3 of the Lightning dance, and 1 of the Bird dance, with

2 songs of the Cocopa Bird dance (cf. Densmore, 1932, Nos. 50, 55, 57,

58, 59, 60, 62, 63, 64, 66, 69, 97, 105, 110). It is not claimed that the

songs transcribed with irregular drumbeat are all the songs in which

this occurred.

From the foregoing, it appears that the songs recorded in British

Columbia bear interesting resemblances to the songs recorded at

Neah Bay and on the Mexican border, as well as resemblances to

Scotch songs and to the accepted basis of English folk song. The

foregoing observations are offered as an aid to further study, not as

presenting any hypothesis or theory. They have arisen in the exam-

ination of the melodies, which are transcribed, as nearly as is possible,

in ordinary musical notation. These observations suggest influences

from the east, across Canada, and also from the south, along the

coast of the United States.
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1. STREET IN HOP-PICKERS' CAMP.
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2. TYPICAL Dwellings in Hop-Pickers' camp.
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1. Communal Dwelling in Hoppickers' Camp.

2. "RED CROSS SHACK" IN WHICH SONGS WERE RECORDED. CORPORAL
(LATER SERGEANT; WITHERS. OF THE ROYAU CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE,
STANDS IN Foreground
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1 . Group of Indians Engaged in Barter of Clothing.

CORNER OF Hop Field.
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1 . Wires Lowered for Removal of Hops.

2. Indians Gathering Hops.
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1. Women Gathering Hops.

2. Wires Raised to Original Position After Removal of Hops
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1. Dwelling iAt right, occupied by Tasalt.

2. Bones used in slahal Game.
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1 . Slahal Game in Progress, showing Drum.

2. Slahal Game in Progress. Leader Indicating "Guess."
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